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FOREWORD
NASA experience has indicated a need for uniform criteria for the design of space vehicles.
Accordingly, criteria are being developed in the following areas of technology:
Environment
Structures
Guidance and Control
Chemical Propulsion
Individual components of this work will be issued as separate monographs as soon as they
are completed. This document, part of the series on Chemical Propulsion, is one such mono-
graph. A list of all monographs issued prior to this one can be found on the final pages of
this document.
These monographs are to be regarded as guides to design and not as NASA requirements,
except as may be specified in formal project specifications. It is expected, however, that these
documents, revised as experience may indicate to be desirable, eventually will provide uniform
design practices for NASA space vehicles.
This monograph, "Solid Propellant Processing Factors in Rocket Motor Design," was pre-
pared under the direction of Howard W. Douglass, Chief, Design Criteria Office, Lewis
Research Center; project management was by John H. Collins, Jr. The monograph was written
by Carlton L. Horine and E. W. Madison of the United Technology Center, a Division of
United Aircraft Corporation, and was edited by Russell B. Keller, Jr., of Lewis. To assure
technical accuracy of this document, scientists and engineers throughout the technical
community participated in interviews, consultations, and critical review of the text. In partic-
ular, H. Bankaitis of Lewis Research Center, Ernest D. Brown of Thiokol Chemical Corpora-
tion, Rudolph A. Peterson of Aerojet Solid Propulsion Company, and O. D. Ratliff of North
American Rockwell Corporation collectively and individually reviewed the monograph in detail.
Comments concerning the technical content of this monograph will be welcomed by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis Research Center (Design Criteria
Office), Cleveland, Ohio 44135.
October 1971
For sale by the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22151 - Price $3.00
GUIDE TO THE USE OF THIS MONOGRAPH
The purpose of this monograph is to organize and present, for effective use in design, the
significant experience and knowledge accumulated in development and operational programs
to date. It reviews and assesses current propellant processing operations and related design
practices, and from them establishes firm guidance for achieving greater consistency in design,
increased reliability in the end product, and greater efficiency in the design effort. The mono-
graph is organized into two major sections that are preceded by a brief introduction and
complemented by a set of references.
The State of the Art, section 2, reviews and discusses the design problems related to propellant
processing and identifies which design elements are involved in successful design. It describes
succinctly the current technology pertaining to these elements. When detailed information is
required, the best available references are cited. This section serves as a survey of the subject
that provides background material and prepares a proper technological base for the Design
Criteria and Recommended Practices.
The Design Criteria, shown in italic in section 3, state clearly and briefly what rule, guide,
limitation, or standard must be imposed on each essential design element to assure successful
design. The Design Criteria can serve effectively as a checklist of rules for the project manager
to use in guiding a design or in assessing its adequacy.
The Recommended Practices, also in section 3, state how to satisfy each of the criteria.
Whenever possible, the best procedure is described; when this cannot be done concisely,
appropriate references are provided. The Recommended Practices, in conjunction with the
Design Criteria, provide positive guidance to the practicing designer on how to achieve
successful design.
Both sections have been organized into decimally numbered subsections so that the subjects
within similarly numbered subsections correspond from section to section. The format for the
Contents displays this continuity of subject in such a way that a particular aspect of design
can be followed through both sections as a discrete subject.
The design criteria monograph is not intended to be a design handbook, a set of specifications,
or a design manual. It is a summary and a systematic ordering of the large and loosely organized
body of existing successful design techniques and practices. Its value and its merit should be
judged on how effectively it makes that material available to and useful to the designer.
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SOLID PROPELLANT PROCESSING FACTORS
IN ROCKET MOTOR DESIGN
1. INTRODUCTION
In order to design a solid rocket motor that can be produced effectively and efficiently, the
designer must consider the propellant processing problems involved in producing the motor.
In general, there are a variety of ways to produce a motor that will satisfy a given set of
specifications. Each method affects in different ways the reliability of the finished product
and the cost of processing the propellant. Since high reliability usually is a prime design
objective, reliability factors are much more important than cost factors.
This monograph describes the ways in which propellant processing is affected by the choices
made by the designer, and it sets forth the bases on which tradeoff studies, design proof or
scaleup studies, and special design features should be accomplished in order to obtain high
product quality and to optimize processing costs whenever these costs are a significant factor
in total motor cost. Only those design elements that affect processing are discussed, and only
their relation to processing is treated. Other design criteria monographs suitably referenced
in this monograph present detailed treatments of the considerations involved in the selection
of a propellant and in the design and evaluation of the propellant grain.
For purposes of this monograph, processing is considered to include (1) the operational
steps involved with the lining and preparation of the motor case for the grain, (2) the procure-
ment of the propellant raw materials, and (3) propellant mixing, casting or extrusion, curing,
machining, and finishing. Specifically excluded are processes involved with the application
of motor case insulation and the operational aspects of static firing; these subjects are covered
in other NASA design criteria monographs.
The end item performance and operational requirements of a solid propellant motor dictate
the particular areas where processing is important to motor performance. For example, severe
storage and operational environments require propellants that retain acceptable mechanical
properties over a wide range of external conditions. Variations in the propellant formulation
or variations in the process of bonding or incorporating the rocket motor grain into the case
must be closely controlled to ensure proper performance of the motor. Rocket motors requiring
precise output in terms of ballistic performance require precise control of the weighout and
incorporation of raw material ingredients as well as control of the many factors that influence
thefinal burningrateof thepropellant.Total impulseisextremelyimportantin manyrocket
motors,andthe specificimpulseandthetotal weightof thepropellantin therocketmotor
mustbecontrolledclosely.Theseexamplesillustratesomeof themanyareaswhereprocessing
in relationto thesystemdesignandperformancemustbefully understoodprior to theestab-
lishmentof a rocketmotordesignthatwill optimizereliability andprocessingcosts.
Thismonographisnot intendedto beacompletediscussiononprocessing,nor is it presented
in a formatthat relatesto processingsequences.Theinformationin themonographisbased
on industry surveysand literature searchescompletedin 1967.The materialhas been
arrangedin accordancewith theusualmajorstepsin thedesignof asolidrocketmotor.These
includethe selectionof a propellantformulation,graindesign,liner systemselection,and
motorcasedesign.Designelementsfor eachof thesestepsarediscussedastheyarematerially
relatedto propellantprocessing,and the advantagesand disadvantagesof the designer's
availablechoicesareclearlyshown.
2. STATE OF THE ART
A generalized sequence in successful solid rocket motor design may be summarized as follows:
(1) Selection of propellant (covered in detail in reference 1). Propellant ingredients and
properties that affect processing are considered thoroughly.
(2) Grain design and evaluation of grain structural integrity (covered in detail in references
2 and 3). Grain design elements that affect processing are examined carefully.
(3) Selection and design of the liner and evaluation of its relation to processing (covered
in detail in reference 4).
(4) Design of the motor case (covered in detail in reference 5) and establishment of its
relation to propellant processing.
In each of these steps, the factors that influence reliability generally are far more important
than those that influence processing cost. In turn, processing costs may be minor compared
with other design, development, and manufacturing costs, especially when only a few motors
are to be produced. Since generalized, standardized approaches for reliability and cost factors
cannot be used for all designs, tradeoff studies are tailored to fit each design and propellant
processing program. Process engineers are consulted whenever the available information is
not adequate for meaningful studies.
2.1 Propellant Formulations and Properties
2.1.1 Polymeric Ingredients
Polymers constitute the key binding ingredient in solid propellants. Polymer selection in
propellant formulations affects reliability, raw material costs, and process conversion costs of
the finished rocket motor (refs. 6 through 8).
The polymer structures of concern to the designer are those of the finished propellant binder
systems; the structures include those that are formed by polymerization or by other chemical
reactions during processing as well as those that do not involve molecular reactions (e.g.,
plasticization). The molecular structure of the polymers in cured propellant, including the
nature of reactive sites or radicals as well as the nature, location, and orientation of branch
chains and crosslinking components, varies in complexity. Reliability often is enhanced by
limiting the number of ingredients and by selecting relatively simple polymers that can be
specified more effectively. There are designs, however, in which increased raw material costs
as well as additional complexity can be justified by the gain in reliability produced by improved
properties or by tradeoff with cost reductions in other parts of the solid rocket motor system.
Polymersmaybedividedinto fourgroupsaccordingto theirimpactonpropellantprocessing:
(1) plastisolpolymers;(2) oxygen-richbindersusedin double-base(DB)t propellants;
(3) prepolymersor monomersusedasfuelbindersin so-calledcastcompositepropellants;
and (4) polymersbasedon rubbergumstocks.
In plastisolpropellants,the first group, all polymerization reactions are completed before
propellant processing begins; and the propellants are solidified through solvation of fully
polymerized resin particles in the nonvolatile liquid. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), which consists
of a relatively simple polymer suspended in a fluid medium that also serves as the plasticizer,
is a typical plastisol propellant (ref. 9). Applications for this type of system are somewhat
limited, primarily because of the high cure temperatures. For this reason, PVC seldom is used
in case-bonded or thick-web applications.
Nitrocellulose (NC), an example of the second group, is a relatively complex molecule;
however, its chemical, mechanical, and ballistic properties can be reproduced accurately.
The cost of NC is moderate because its manufacture is based on cotton linters or wood pulp
and because it has been manufactured in large quantities for a long time. On the other hand,
grain shrinkage during processing causes design and processing problems.
The prepolymer polybutadiene-acrylic acid-acrylonitrile (PBAN) used in composite propel-
lants is an example of the third group (ref. 10). One of the least expensive raw material butadi-
erie polymers used in solid rocket propellant binder systems, PBAN generally is used in applica-
tions requiring moderately high elongations (on the order of 30 percent true elongation) and
service conditions of 0 ° to 120 ° F (256 to 322 K). Other binder components such as cross-
linking agents and chemical modifiers commonly are reacted during mixing and curing of this
type of propellant. The addition of a crosslinking agent such as an epoxy often is the last step
of the mixing process. The PBAN system usually is very reliable, and the processing costs
generally are low because of good operational control of schedules and downtime. Prepolymer
PBAN plus associated binder ingredients costs about $1.00 to $2.00 a pound ($2.20 to $4.40
a kilogram).
Design performance at temperatures from --65 ° to -k 150 ° F (219 to 339 K) usually requires
a prepolymer of carboxy-terminated polybutadiene (CTPB) or a polyurethane. In the CTPB
case, the curing agent usually is an imine such as tris [1-(2 methyl)aziridinyl] phosphine
oxide, known in the industry as MAPO (ref. 10). However, since the imine curing agent may
react chemically with ammonium perchlorate (AP) to liberate heat, precautions are taken to
reduce this hazard. Prepolymer CTPB plus associated binder ingredients costs about $2.00
to $4.00 a pound (about $4.40 to $8.80 a kilogram).
t See Glossary for material designations, classification of explosive hazards, definitions of terms and symbols, and
organizationabbreviations.
PBANandCTPBmakeupthebulkof bindersusedin solidcompositepropellants.Otherpre-
polymers,usedin highlyspecializedapplications,aresimilarin complexityandin impacton
processconversioncosts.For example,polyurethane,whichhasbeenusedfor severalyears,
is formedin a chemicalreactionwhena high-molecular-weightglycol,preferablyhavinghy-
droxylgroupsat bothendsof the linearchain(alpha-omegatermination),is curedwith adi-
isocyanateto forma urethane-linkedbinder(ref. 10).Thechemistryof polyurethanebinders
hasbeenstudiedintensively,andpolyurethanepropellantshavebeenusedin avarietyof ap-
plications.Becausetheisocyanatecuringagentreactswith moistureusuallypresentasan im-
purityinpropellantingredients,processingofpolyurethanepropellantsrequirescarefulcontrol
of ambientrelativehumiditiesto avoidadditionalmoisturecontamination(ref. 11).
The fourth group of polymers consists of synthetic gum rubbers such as neoprene (GR-M),
styrene-butadiene (SBR or GR-S), butyl (GR-1), and butadiene/methyl vinyl pyridine co-
polymer (Bd/MVP) (ref. 12). These polymers require relatively-heavy-duty equipment for
propellant processing (molding and extrusion) in order to incorporate other ingredients in the
relatively-high-viscosity rubber gum stocks, and the complexity of the polymer molecule intro-
duces additional cost. The use of this binder system is somewhat limited at present because of
difficulties with case bonding and other problems.
2.1.2 Oxidizers
The solid oxidizers currently in common use are limited to those commercially available from
the chemical industry. Ammonium nitrate (AN) and ammonium perchlorate (AP), the only
ones of significant interest, have the characteristics given in table I.
Table I. - Characteristics of AN and AP
Oxidizer
AN
AP
Available
oxygen
content,
wt-%
20
34
Specific
gravity
1.73
1.95
Maximum Isp
in optimized
formulation,
lbf-sec/lbm
(N-sec/kg)
200
(1961)
250
(2452)
Comments
Hygroscopic nature and phase/
volume changes can result in
processing problems; used in
motors when it is desirable to
obtain low burning rate, lo,,
flame temperature, and
smokeless exhaust.
Widely used; provides higt.
burning rates, low exhausl
signature.
Thesizeof theoxidizerparticlehasa significanteffectonpropellantproperties,asdescribed
in reference1. In addition,the complexityof the particle-sizedistributionspecifiedin the
propellantformulationcanhaveasignificanteffectonprocessingcosts.Forexample,handling
andstoringseveraldifferentrangesof oxidizerrawmaterialinvolveincreasedcosts.Increased
costsalsoresultfromadjustmentsof equipmentandqualitycontroltestsrequiredin thegrind-
ing of differentsizesof oxidizerfor formulations specifying complex particle-size distribution.
Although oxidizers are available in a variety of particle-size distributions, the propellant pro-
cessors, to reduce costs, purchase AP in two or, at most, three particle-size ranges:
Range I:
Range II:
Range III:
400 to 600 _ (_m) diameter
50 to 200 _ (_m) diameter
5 to 15 _ (_m) diameter
Because material in range III is classed as a high explosive and is subject to restrictive ship-
ping regulations, most propellant processors produce it themselves by grinding range II
material.
Propellant formulations may contain any one of the three ranges (a unimodal particle-size
distribution), or they may contain various combinations of any two or all three ranges (a
multimodal particle-size distribution). The term "modal" refers to the number of peaks (or
modes) in a plot of the particle-size distribution. The particle-size distribution for a pro-
pellant containing a blend of material from ranges II and III, a typical combination, is shown
in figure 1. To maximize the oxidizer content per propellant unit volume, the majority of pro-
pellants processed today contain two ranges so chosen that the smaller particles are placed
within the voids bounded by the curved surfaces of the larger particles (ref. 13).
Some of the high-solids-loaded formulations of composite fuel-binder propellants use a tri-
modal AP system. Trimodal systems usually are made up of material from each of the three
common ranges described above, although some contain several other distributions of ground
material. For example, aluminum powder is usually different in size from the AP and thus adds
another size mode. Use of multimodal systems generally improves processability (sec. 2.1.5.1 ).
A parameter that normally is not specified is the AP shape characteristic, which is highly de-
pendent on the crystallizing and drying processes. Relatively rapid flash drying results in some
fracturing of crystals and in a relatively rough overall shape characteristic because of the rapid
removal of moisture. The slowe r rotary drying results in nearly spherical particles with little
or no internal cracking. The AP shape characteristic can in turn influence both the propellant
processability and the propellant burning rate. Crystal friability is another AP property that
is difficult to measure. For this reason, it has not yet been included in raw material specifica-
tions. AP friability, however, which can vary significantly from supplier to supplier and
sometimes from lot to lot, is important to the user because of the variations in particle sizes
caused by attrition when the AP is handled and processed into propellants.
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Figure 1. -- Typical AP particle-size distribution, bimodal blend of ranges II and III.
Oxidizer specifications, handling, and processing can have significant effects on certain other
design factors (e.g., burning rate) as described in the following sections.
2.1.3 Hazards
Processing of solid propellants in special cases involves the hazards of toxic materials but,
more generally, the hazards of de/tagration and detonation. All solid propellants and many
of the ingredients that go into solid propellants are high-energy materials; under certain
conditions they can release large quantities of energy in the form of heat or shock waves at
very fast rates. It is important to note the distinction between the terms "deflagration" and
"detonation" that are used to describe these energy releases. Preventive measures against
detonations generally are more costly than those against deflagrations.
Deflagration is the rapid release of large quantities of gas and energy. Although the rate of
release may result in an explosion under certain conditions, the reaction front advances
through the solid mass at less than sonic velocity. A typical deflagration is that of the care-
fully controlled burning that occurs on the surface of solid propellant; it progresses at a
predictable rate depending on physical conditions. One of the major factors that determines
the safety hazard of a deflagration is the area of solid propellant or other burning solid
material, since the rate of gas evolution is directly proportional to the area of surface exposed
to burning. Thus, finely divided powder can be much more hazardous than an equal weight
in a thick solid propellant grain.
Detonation is an explosion characterized by the propagation of the reaction front within
the reacting mediums, such as solid propellant, at supersonic velocity. Whether a given material
under given conditions will detonate or deflagrate is a function of probability. A reaction
that begins as a deflagration may, under a given set of conditions, become a detonation. In
other situations, a high-energy material may detonate when subjected to impact forces or
may undergo what has been termed a low-order reaction or a rapid deflagration. Still an-
other possibility is that it will undergo no reaction at all.
Several different systems for classifying the explosive hazards of high-energy material are
in use. The Department of Defense, for example, distinguishes two basic classes of explosive
hazards: detonation hazards (class 7), and deflagration hazards with very low probability
of a detonation (class 2) (ref. 14). The appropriate hazard classification for a propellant is
established by conducting standardized tests described in reference 14.
Another system of classifying materials for explosive hazard (ref. 15), also using a standard
laboratory test to determine the probability of explosion, is used by agencies responsible
for regulating the safe transportation of hazardous materials. Class A materials are those
likely to detonate during certain types of accidents that can occur during transportation.
Class B materials are those with a high-energy deflagration hazard but with little or no prob-
ability of detonation under the same circumstances.
Sensitivity to detonation is a function of physical conditions as well as chemical composi-
tion. For example, fine AP (sec. 2.1.2) is much more sensitive to shock or friction than
coarse AP. Likewise, some propellants are more susceptible to detonation if they contain
small air voids and are not in the form of a completely solid grain.
Processing facilities (structures and equipment) are not designed or operated according to
uniform standards for safety. Although basic guidelines for the design of facilities and the
handling of explosives, including solid propellants and ingredients that go into these propel-
lants, are given in certain handbooks, many of the more important safety considerations
are peculiar to a specific processing facility or to specific ingredients and propellant formula-
tion. Handbooks often must be interpreted, supplemented, or modified to provide specific
designs, operating procedures, and regulations to cover the hazards for particular materials
andfacilities.Handbookdiscussionsof safety generally are divided into considerations of
materials and facilities.
As for the safety of materials, laboratory tests are run on every new material and combination
of materials developed for solid rocket propellants. These tests establish the sensitivity of
these materials to applied inputs of energy and the type and extent of damage that might
be expected if they are accidentally deflagrated or detonated. Sensitivities to friction, impact,
electric discharge, and heat (cookoff) are discussed in reference 1.
2.1.3.1 Toxici_
Industry practice in general is to avoid highly toxic materials wherever possible because
toxic materials pose special storage and handling problems in propellant processing with
consequent increases in processing costs. There are, however, several toxic materials whose
cost effectiveness cannot be equaled by nontoxic materials. Many solid propellants, therefore,
contain at least one toxic material. The epoxide and imine crosslinking agents used with
polybutadiene derivative prepolymer system propellants are examples of toxic materials com-
monly found in composite propellants. PBAN formulations usually contain only one toxic
material (the epoxy crosslinking agent, which has dermatological effects). CTPB formula-
tions usually contain two toxic materials: an epoxy, which has dermatological effects, and
an imine, which attacks the central nervous system. Problems in processing these materials
have been solved by using protective devices and special facilities and by training personnel
in proper handling methods.
The increasing use of beryllium in solid propellants poses unusual toxicity problems in both
propellant processing and motor firing. In order to reduce the hazards of dust generated
during normal processing and the extensive spread of toxic dust in fire or explosion, facilities
often are located in isolated areas with favorable wind conditions. Exhaust from static tests
is collected in special tanks, and the waste beryllium combustion products are carefully
collected. The toxic agents in these propellants are elemental beryllium and beryllium oxide
particles approximately 5 to 10_ (_m) in diameter. Normal dust toxicity hazards of elemental
beryllium are greatly reduced by handling the beryllium in a beryllium-binder slurry (ref. 16).
The toxic-dust hazards to processing personnel have been effectively controlled by facility
designs directed toward minimizing personnel exposure.
2.1.3.2 Deflagration and Detonation
The catastrophic effects of accidental deflagration and detonation of ingredients are mini-
mized by design of facilities; for example, water-quench systems (triggered by devices that
sense the rate of pressure or temperature rise) are installed at mixing stations, or quantity/
distancefactorsareconsideredin locatingthe variouspropellantprocessingstations.Pro-
pellantformulationsthat specifyfew,if any,sensitivehigh-energyingredientsusuallyresult
in lower processingcosts,i.e., lowercapitalcostfor storageand processingfacilitiesand
lesslabor to handleandstorerawmaterialingredients.
Fromaprocessingstandpoint,compositepropellantsareamongtheeasiestandsafestformu-
lationsto produce.DB propellantsandsomecompositesthatcontainhigh-energymaterialare
moresensitiveto handlingand to process-inducedignitionor detonationandthereforere-
quirea morecomplexprocessingprocedure.
2.1.3.2.1 Ingredient Hazards
Nitroglycerin (NG) is used in DB propellants. It is one of the most hazardous ingredients
because of the ease with which it is detonated. Also, being a liquid, it requires special care
to avoid leaks or spills. However, NG usually is manufactured in the proximity of the propel-
lant line and is desensitized to a degree by dilution with plasticizers. These precautions plus
others established through extensive use of this material over a long period of time have re-
suited in a very low accident rate.
When the physical state of NC, another ingredient of DB formulations, offers a large specific
surface, there are special deflagration hazards, although knowledge gained through the ex-
tensive use of NC has kept accidents at a low rate of occurrence. One unsatisfactory feature
of NC is its chemical instability during storage unless properly protected by stabilizer
ingredients in the propellant mix; fortunately, stabilizers that give NC a shelf life adequate
for most applications have been developed.
AP is of particular interest because of its widespread use in solid propellants. Produced by
a process involving the reaction of sodium perchlorate with ammonia and hydrochloric acid
(ref. 17), AP is a colorless compound that crystallizes from water as an anhydrous salt,
forming no hydrates. Its decomposition is discussed in reference 18. When the thermal
behavior of AP is studied in a differential scanning calorimeter, a major exotherm (attributed
to solid-phase decomposition) is observed at pressures above one atmosphere and temper-
atures approximating 430°C (703 K). The addition of copper, chromium, or iron salts
to AP catalyzes the decomposition, lowering the temperature of the exothermic reaction.
This phenomenon is the reason that burning-rate modifiers such as iron oxide and copper
chromite are effective.
AP dust decomposes rapidly under excessive friction, impact forces, or pressure. AP is handled
in the plant as class 2 material unless it is range III or finer; then it is class 7. The sensitivity
and rate of decomposition are increased by contamination with fuel-type materials such as
hydrocarbon greases. Processors minimize these contamination hazards by the control of
10
lubricantsanddustsandby thecompleteenclosureof all processingequipment.Theuseof
sealedbearingsisdesirableand,wherepossible,specialubricantsthatarerelativelyunreactive
with AP are used.Thus, therearesignificantprocesscostsfor specialhousekeepingand
maintenanceprocedures.Facilitydesignsusuallyrequirethe separationof personnelfrom
thegrindingoperationsandthe controlof relativehumiditywhereveroxdizeris broughtin
contactwith ambientair. However,theclassificationof AP (otherthanveryfine) doesnot
requiresignificantcostsfor quantity/distanceseparationof facilities.
AN alsois usedasanoxidizerin propellants.Thismaterialisproducedin verylargequanti-
tiesat low costfor thefertilizerindustry.Thebasicmanufacturingprocessesarewellestab-
lished.AN mustbe protectedagainstcontaminationby carbonaceousmaterialssuchas
lubricatingoils becausetheyconstitutea deflagrationhazard.However,housekeepingand
maintenanceproceduresarenot particularlycostly.
Aluminumpowdermustbeprotectedagainstexposureto moistureduringstorageandhan-
dling; this protectioninvolvesprocesslaborandspecialfacilitiescosts.Aluminumcanreact
withwaterto form explosivemixturesof hydrogenandair. Dry mixturesof aluminumand
iron oxidepowdersareavoided.Thereactionbetweenthesetwoishighlyexothermicandcan
be initiatedby friction or by staticelectricdischarge(e.g.,by a workmansweeping_ _n-
taminatedfloor).
2.1.3.2.2 ProcessCombination Hazards
Special hazards associated with individual ingredients have been described above. Because
of the chemical reactivity of many propellant ingredients, other hazards may exist in unusual
combinations of two or more of these ingredients. Unusual combinations may result either
from accidental accumulations (e.g., spills or dust inside the buildings or equipment) or from
a particular addition sequence in mixing. These hazards may have a direct impact on process-
ing and a corresponding effect on costs. Some formulations are likely to involve this special
hazard more than others, depending on specific ingredients involved and on processing require-
ments for addition sequences when mixing. Therefore, hazards are evaluated on the basis of
knowledge of the chemical reactions that might be involved in processing and by laboratory
sensitivity tests on selected combinations of materials. In some cases, processing hazards are
reduced by avoiding particular combinations of ingredients or by the order in which
ingredients are added. The industry practice is to take full advantage of any combination that
reduces processing hazards so that personnel safety is ensured and the high cost of _acility
replacement is avoided.
CTPB propellants illustrate how processing order greatly reduces processing hazards. MAPO,
the imine crosslinking agent in this system, homopolymerizes with the release of heat. Sensi-
tive to heat, MAPO-AP combinations ignite quite readily, a characteristic that was respon-
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siblefor lossof life andextensivedamageto mixingfacilitiesin two disastersin 1965.The
hazardisreducedto atolerablelevelwhentheMAPOisaddedto thefuelanddispersedprior
to oxidizeraddition.
2.1.3.2.3 Propellant Hazards
As noted, the tendency for mixed solid propellants to deflagrate or detonate has been grouped
into two classes of explosive hazard, class 2 and class 7. Finished propellants of class 7 require
greater costs for storage facilities and more labor for safe handling than class 2 propellants.
Industry practice in reducing the hazards associated with class 7 propellants (usually DB) is
to place buildings used to manufacture or store these materials at considerably greater distances
from each other than would be the case for class 2 propellants. Extensive use is made of earthen
bunkers around the stations.
2.1.4 Burning Rate of Cured Propellant
One of the most important design elements that affects processing is selection of propellant
to provide the required burning rate, because very significant changes in burning rate may be
caused by relatively small variations in formulation, processing conditions, or chemical or
physical properties of the raw materials. In addition, some of the propellant selection and
processing factors related to burning rate also affect mechanical properties (sec. 2.1.6).
2.1.4.1 Control and Reproducibility
Burning rate is influenced by the chemical composition and, in some cases, by the physical
properties of ingredients. After a propellant system has been selected, small variations in
the burning rate are affected by tailoring the propellant composition (usually by adjusting the
relative quantities of ingredients) as described in reference 1. Finally, even smaller changes
are made at the processing plant after a propellant is in production; these quality control
changes are made in order to maintain production within specifications and to compensate for
variations from lot to lot. The processing plant utilizes response mechanisms that result in
a reliable system for meeting burning-rate specifications and reproducibility. The use of these
response mechanisms is complicated by many factors, as described below; in addition, these
methods often affect the burning-rate sensitivity to temperature and pressure, and thus produce
results that vary if temperature and pressure change.
Varying the ratio of coarse to fine oxidizer particles is one method used for the control of
burning rates; varying the oxidizer particle size is another. Oxidizer concentration generally
is held constant. The practicality of controlling burning rate with changes in oxidizer particle
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sizedepends on the operating pressure of the motor, on the modality of particle size distribution
(sec. 2.1.2), and on the propellant formulation and the physical properties of the oxidizer.
Adjustments to burning rates by changing the particle size usually are restricted to small
changes so that there are no adverse effects on propellant processability, mechanical proper-
ties, or performance.
Small-particle oxidizer (smaller than range II, 50 to 200 t, (_m) diam.) in unimodal distribu-
tion may be used in high-burning-rate propellants. In such systems, the burning rate at low pres-
sures increases significantly with a decrease in the particle size (ref. 19). Reference 20 shows the
inverse effect of unimodal particle-size diameter on burning rate. Reference 1 points out that
in highly loaded propellant systems, however, the reduction of the oxidizer particle size may
result in an increase in propellant viscosity because of the concurrent increase in oxidizer
specific surface; this viscosity increase limits the final processability of the propellant systems.
Most composite propellants use a multimodal distribution of particle size. This distribu-
tion permits the designer to obtain high solids loading without increasing viscosity of the
propellant mix to the point where it is impractical to process (secs. 2.1.2. and 2.1.5.3 ). Formu-
lations with high solids loading often are selected in order to meet high performance (specific
impulse) requirements.
At chamber pressures above 500 psia (3.45 MN/m2), the decomposition of large oxidizer
particles dominates the combustion process. Thus when formulations containing AP in a
multimodal distribution of ranges II and III particle size are used in motors operating at such
pressures, the particle size of the range II AP has the dominant effect on burning rate (ref. 20).
This behavior of multimodal systems at chamber pressures above 500 psia (3.45 MN/mZ)
also was reported in reference 21; this study (based on constant concentration of total AP)
concludes that (1) the particle size of the coarse oxidizer (approximately 100 to 200 _ (t_m))
affected burning rate significantly and (2) at the same time, there was no significant effect
on burning rate because of variance of fine oxidizer particle size (approximately 20 _ (_m))
when the fine oxidizer was used in a bimodal system with coarse oxidizer.
Processors make quality control adjustments to burning rates by changing the ratio of coarse-
to-fine fractions of AP in bimodal systems, as described in reference 22. Typical data usually
made available to processors are shown in figure 2, which also shows a typical effect of varying
the burning-rate modifier from 0.5 to 0.7 weight-percent. This method of adjusting burning
rates by changing the ratio of coarse-to-fine fractions is more effective in propellant systems
having either high burning rates (above 0.3 in./sec (7.62 mm/sec) ) at a pressure of 1000 psia
(6.895 MN/m s) or AP coarse-to-fine weight ratios that are less than 50/50.
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Figure 2. -- Typical effect of oxidizer-blend ratio and burning-rate-modifier level on
burning rate (ref. 22).
Many solid propellant formulations contain modifying ingredients that, in small amounts,
have a large effect on burning rate. In some of these propellant systems, the variation in concen-
tration of the burning-rate modifier has a very marked effect on burning rate, although usually
there is an upper limit above which increasing the concentration is not effective. The effec-
tiveness of the modifier often increases markedly at higher levels of fine oxidizer (ref. 19). In
others, the quantity of modifiers can be varied over wide limits with only a very small effect
on burning rate (ref. 22).
One of the most widely used modifiers in composite propellants is iron oxide; recently, however,
there has been a trend favoring the use of compounds other than iron oxides. Quality control
charts maintained during production runs of this type propellant record small changes in
burning rate that probably are caused by small variations in the properties of some of the
ingredients or by changes in process conditions. Once an unfavorable trend has clearly been
established, fine adjustments to control burning rate can be made with very little added cost
by adjusting iron oxide levels during the mix process. Burning-rate modifiers thus are a good
process quality control tool; they are less useful in the tailoring of compositions.
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The total weight fraction of oxidizer in a propellant has a significant effect on burning rate,
as described in reference 1. But since variation in total oxidizer weight fraction affects specific
impulse, this method of modifying burning rate is of limited use in process quality control.
Variations in aluminum weight fraction also can have a significant effect on the burning rate
of the specific propellant formulation (refs. 9 and 23). Knowledge of these variations is
important in determining the level of control that must be exercised during propellant process-
ing. The manner in which the aluminum is handled, weighed out, and dispensed must be
controlled carefully to ensure that consistent concentrations of aluminum are added in a
repeatable manner to the propellant batch. During the Titan III-M program, for example, it
was found that a 1-percent increase in aluminum fuel increased the uncured propellant burn
rate by 3 percent while the same increase resulted in a 6-percent increase in the burn rate of
cured propellant when measured in the 15-1b (6.8 kg) test motor (ref. 24). Thus, the response
of burning rate to changes in aluminum content is not as significant as with AP. The particle
size of aluminum has a significant effect on burning rate, as indicated in figure 3 (ref. 13).
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Figure 3. -- Typical effect of aluminum particle size on burning rate (ref. 13).
Variations in particle size of aluminum may have significant effects also on combustion
efficiency and other propellant properties, as discussed in reference 1. Variation of metal-fuel
particle sizes generally is not used for process control, because this method usually is more
expensive and less effective than other techniques.
The original DB propellant formulations did not contain any solid oxidizers or metallic fuel
ingredients. Many of the formulations developed recently are of the CMDB type that contains
relatively small amounts of solid oxidizers such as AP as well as solid metallic fuel. A variation
in AP particle size is used to tailor burning rates of CMDB propellants, but this method
generally is not used for quality control during processing.
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Althoughmany CMDB propellantscontainburning-ratemodifiers,the rate is not easily
adjustedduringprocessingby varyingthe concentrationof themodifiers;othermethodsof
adjustingpropellantburningrate areemployed.Oneof thesemethodsis the blendingof
castingpowdersublots(ref. 25), a processin whichcastingpowderlots (1 million pounds
(454 x 103kg) isnot uncommon)requiringmanymixer-loadsandmanydaysof operation
arecombinedashomogeneouslots;thisoperationoftenisperformedin a5000-1b(2268kg)
tumblingbarrel.Thepracticeof blendinglargelots is thebasisof thehigh levelof repro-
ducibilityincastDBpropellants.Minorvariationsinmaterialandprocessingconditionsduring
the manufactureof castingpowderareevenedout by this technique,andreproducibilityis
ensuredbecausethe propertiesof the final castpropellantaredeterminedlargelyby the
propertiesof the castingpowder.In addition,the blendingstepis usedto provideprecise
adjustmentsin propellantburningratesbasedon themeasuredpropertiesof sublots.
2.1.4.2 Proprietary Ingredients
The variability in mechanical and chemical properties of some propellant ingredients can
have a significant effect on burning rate in the finished propellant. Properties vary from supplier
to supplier as well as from lot to lot of the same supplier. In some cases, particularly with a
newly developed propellant, it is impractical or difficult to establish procurement specifications
for these ingredients that will adequately control burning rate. One approach to obtaining
uniformity has been to establish proprietary or sole-source procurement for those ingredients
that may have a marked effect on burning rate. But, in some cases, even ingredients procured
from a single processor will vary.
Although sole-source procurement contributes to the uniformity of propellant ingredients,
competitive bids for nonproprietary ingredients have significant effects on minimizing the cost
of raw materials. Each manufacturing plant from which bids are accepted must be qualified
to produce the ingredient. Process engineers usually set up qualification programs for selected
ingredients. Selection of the ingredients and of the suppliers to be qualified is unique for each
propellant formulation and is highly dependent on the quality of material to be purchased.
Qualification programs involve engineering and testing expenses that must be weighed against
forecasted procurement savings and other advantages. Criticality of program schedules,
logistics, and other purchasing factors are additional important considerations.
2.1.4.3 Raw Material Characterization
The control of reproducibility of end-item performance is highly dependent on variations
in the properties of raw material ingredients used in propellant formulations. Whenever
possible, specifications for raw materials are developed in sufficient detail to relate the critical
chemical and physical properties to burning rate in the finished propellant. But since it is
usually impossible to specify these raw material properties in a manner that will ensure specific
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end-itemperformance,it is customaryto establisha baselineby characterizinglargelotsof
rawmaterialusedin anewlydevelopedformulation.Rawmaterialsfrequentlyarecharacterized
byprocessingdevelopmentmotorsmadefromreservedlargelotsof ingredientsandevaluating
theirperformancetoestablishnominalburningrate.Thismethodgenerallyisusedtocharacter-
izethesolidoxidizerandmetalfuelusedin compositepropellants.For example,reference26
reportsthatunknownandapparentlyundefinablevariationsin thepropertiesof AP oxidizer
resulted in a variation of nearly 3 percent in burning rates of lots supplied by different suppliers,
in spite of the fact that these materials were purchased according to identical specifications
and had essentially the same particle-size distribution.
The problem is solved in DB propellants by blending very large base lots of casting powder.
Because of the chemical purity and liquid nature of casting solvent ingredients such as NG,
there is no significant problem with this category of raw materials.
2.1.4.4 Process Contaminants
Burning rate of some propellants can be varied by inadvertent contamination of the raw ma-
terials or the propellant during storage, handling, or processing. Precautions therefore are
taken to ensure proper shipping containers, storage facilities, and quality control of raw ma-
terials to prevent contamination prior to processing. In addition, processing equipment is
constructed of materials that will not contribute to contamination; in some cases, special oper-
ating precautions are taken during processing.
The burning rate of a composite propellant formulation without modifiers may be modified by
iron oxide contamination. Specifications of raw materials therefore must prevent the uninten-
tional incorporation of significant or variable amounts of iron oxide. Some polymers used in
these formulations must be stored in stainless steel tanks and the propellants processed in stain-
less steel equipment to prevent contamination by iron oxide.
2.1.4.5 Scaleup
New propellant formulations usually are developed with laboratory-size equipment, e.g., glass
beakers for handling ingredients and either 1-gal or 5-gal (3.8 or 18.9 dm "a) mixers. This size
of equipment and the method of handling introduce little, if any, change in particle size. When
the new formulations are produced in production quantities, however, the larger size and the
different nature of the process equipment usually introduce changes in burning rate. The most
common example is the change in burning rate of a composite propellant that results from a
change in particle size of the solid oxidizer. This change is a result of production AP being
handled in large bins, screw conveyors, or airveyors in which particles often are reduced in
size by attrition. AP is subjected to further attrition and deagglomeration in mixing. The de-
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greeof sizechangeisa functionof equipmentdesigns and procedures for introducing the AP
into the mixer, of mixer design, of clearances or agitator design, and of mixing time.
Although important in handling and mixing operations, the scaleup effect usually is not a
factor in grinding oxidizer since most laboratory mixes use oxidizer from a full-scale produc-
tion grinder. However, suitable precautions must be taken to ensure that the ground oxidizer
material selected for laboratory mixes has a particle-size distribution that is representative of
a full-production run on the grinder.
2.1.4.6 Process Variables
Special studies of process variables usually are conducted on newly developed propellant for-
mulations in order to determine the effect of variations in the proportion of ingredients that
occur during normal processing operations. These studies supplement the scaleup studies of
the effects of equipment size and of the environmental conditions of production processing
and their variations. The ingredient-variation studies are carried out along the lines of a study
(ref. 27) that was conducted to determine the necessary process control limits on a relatively
simple propellant formulation containing only four materials: PBAA polymer, epoxy, AP,
and aluminum. This study showed the effects of ingredient variation on burning rate. Specific
formulations, however, may react uniquely to changes in ingredient proportions, and separate
studies have been made on most formulations now in use. The results of such investigations
are used in the processing plant to meet required in-process control limits and to aid in
the preparation of operating procedures that will ensure that the quantities of materials being
incorporated into the production mix are within the limits required to yield reproducible
burning rates at the desired values.
2.1.5 Rheology of Uncured Propellant
Propellant mixing and casting probably are the most complex and important operations in
composite propellant processing. Complete blending and wetout of solid ingredients, as well
as dispersion of any agglomerates, are critical for control of ballistic and mechanical proper-
ties. A solid propellant mixer must be capable of thoroughly incorporating and blending a
mixture of solid/liquid ingredients with weight ratios as high as 90-percent solids and 10-
percent liquids and resultant bulk viscosities ranging up to several kilopoise. Mixing normally
is the most hazardous operation in propellant processing, because combining fuel and oxidizer
by mechanical action involves the hazard of chemical or mechanical ignition of the mass, with
resultant fire or explosion.
Background information on mixing and casting is available in the literature. A highly auto-
mated batch weighout system for ingredients is described in reference 28. The newest design
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verticalbatchmixerfor compositepropellantsis describedin reference29, andcontinuous
mixingisdescribedin reference30.Severaldifferentcastingtechniquesaredescribed,includ-
ing vacuum(ref. 31) (the mostcommon),bayonet(refs.30 and32), andbottomcasting
(ref. 33).
Propellantmixingandcastingprocessesareaffectedsignificantlybytherheologicalproperties
of theuncuredpropellant.This is particularlytrueof compositepropellantsbecauseof their
non-Newtonianaturein the uncuredstate.An important characteristic of thesenon-
Newtonianpropellantsis thedependenceof viscosityonappliedstressaswellason tempera-
ture.Therheologicalpropertiesof theuncuredpropellantareparticularlyimportantwhenit
is necessaryto castsuccessivebatchesof propellantinto themotorcase.Thereareunique
mixingandformingprocessesassociatedwith themanufactureof thecastingpowderfor DB
propellants,but theseprocedureshavebeenessentiallystandardizedto the point that they
no longerconstitutesignificantproblemsin propellantselection.SinceDB castingsolvents
generallyareNewtonianin their flowcharacteristics,theprocessesof solventadditionarewell
standardizedandinvolvenospecialproblemsof interesto thedesigner.
Anisotropicmechanicalandballisticpropertiesof solidpropellantscanresultbothfrom the
natureof the ingredientsandfrom theflowchannelsandprocessesusedin castingcomposite
propellantsor in extrudingsolventlessDB propellants.In compositepropellants,anisotropic
propertiesdevelopprimarilyduringcasting.Asthepropellantflowsinto themotorcase,there
occurspreferentialseparationof the heterogeneousmatrixof the multisizedsolidparticles
from theviscouspolymericbinder.Thefinal anisotropicpropertiesarebroughtaboutbythe
differentshearstressfieldsimposedon thepropellantas it flowsin andaroundthemandrel
andthecasewall. Someevidenceof the mechanicalpropertyvariationsandsmallburning-
rate variationsin the propellantusedin the 260-SL-1and 260-SL-2motorsis reported
in reference34.
Processingmethodsandtheireffectontheorient_tionof wiresor staplesincorporatedincom-
positepropellantshavea significanteffectonburningrates.Detailsof graindesign,casting
toolingdesign,and propellantrheologyaswell asshapeand sizeof wiresor staplescan
influenceorientation,thusproducinganisotropicpropertiesin the curedpropellantgrain.
In mostinstancesthereis insufficientinformationavailableon the effectsof anisotropyon
ballisticor mechanicalproperties.Thereis noestablishedpracticefor accountingfor aniso-
tropyin motordesign.
2.1.5.1 Viscosity
Prior to curing, most propellant formulations consist of a slurry or liquid mix. Formulations
with high-viscosity uncured mixes are relatively difficult to process. As the difficulty of pro-
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cessinga formulationbecomesgreater,the frequencyof potentialgrainflawsincreasesex-
ponentially.Becausereliability of the propellantrequiresthat grainsbe producedwithout
flaws,theremustbea smoothflowof propellantinto all partsof themotorduringcasting.
The qualitativetermusedto describethe relativeeasewith whichthe formulationcanbe
mixedandcastinto a configuredmotorcaseis "propellantprocessability."Thebestquanti-
tativemeasurementof processabilityis foundin therheologicalvaluesassociatedwith the
system.Therheologyof a liquid systemisthemeasurementof its deformationandflowprop-
ertiesin termsof shearrate,stress,andtime.Viscosityis theprincipalstandardfor defining
therheologicalpropertiesof a system.
Thesizeandgeometryof thepropellantgrainbeingcastdictateto someextentheimportance
of therheologicalpropertiesof theuncuredpropellant.For example,theproperperformance
of smallergrainsrequiresaverylowfreauencyof voidsor flowanomalies;therefore,if highly
viscouspropellantformulationsareselected,specializedcastingandcuringtechniques,tool-
ing,andequipmentmustbedeveloped.
Theparticle-sizedistributionandshapeof the oxidizer(usuallyAP) andof the solidfuel
(usuallyaluminum)havea significanteffecton thesolidpackingfractionandon therheo-
logicalpropertiesof high-viscosityuncuredcompositepropellants.Thepackingfractionis
thevolumefractionof thesolidswhenpackedto minimumvolume;thereforeit is independent
of thevolumeof unpackedsolidsloadingin thepropellant.Theviscosityof a bimodalsys-
tem (sec.2.1.2) decreasesverysignificantlyasthebulk densityis increasedby packingpro-
gressivelysmallerparticlesinto the intersticesof thelargerparticles.In astudyof thesignifi-
canceof theshape ffectinactualpropellantsystems(ref. 35), manufacturers'lotsof APwith
variousparticleshapeswereusedin mixeswithabimodaloxidizerdistribution,andthe rheo-
logicalpropertiesof thepropellantweremeasured.It wasfoundthat thetapdensityof the
ungroundAP decreasedasthe numberof irregularcrystalsincreased,andthat viscosityof
thepropellantvariedinverselywith tapdensity.
Recentwork (ref. 13) demonstratesthatthepackingfractionof a multicomponentmixture
canbecalculatedandthenutilizedin adjustingtheparticle-sizedistributionsfor packingto a
minimumvolume.A mathematicalmodelingtechniquehasbeenusedto developa computer
optimizationprogram(ref. 36). The resultsindicatethat mathematicalmethodsmay be
usedto producedistributionshavingrelativelyhighpackingdensities.Reference37shows
that a solidsloadingof 90 percentby weightis theoreticallyattainablewitha bimodalnon-
aluminizedperchloratesystem.
Vacuumalmostalwaysis appliedduringmixingof compositepropellantsin orderto remove
dispersedair andothergasesthat havebecomeincorporatedin themix. Upon removalof
thisair by thevacuum,theviscosityof thepropellantmaychange,andthethickerpropellant
mustbehandledaccordingly.
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2.1.5.2 Pot Life
An important characteristic influencing the casting of composite propellants is the length
of time that the uncured propellant remains fluid after mixing. As the propellant begins to
cure, it approaches a gel stage; the period of time that it takes to reach this stage is known
as the "pot life." Formulations with short pot life can result in lower reliability and increased
processing costs. Reliability is lowered because of increased probability of flaws due to the
high viscosity, as described previously. Costs are increased by the special handling required
to expedite quality control, transfer from mixers, and cast into motors. Plastisol binder sys-
tems, such as those using PVC, have indefinite pot life, and therefore do not present a prob-
lem in this regard.
Pot life often is determined in the laboratory by testing viscosity as a function of time after
mixing at the temperatures planned for processing and curing the propellant. The pot life of
the propellant is the length of time from completion of mixing to the time these viscosity tests
show an essentially "no flow" condition.
2.1.6 Mechanical Properties of Cured Propellant
2.1.6.1 Control and Reproducibility
The molecular structure of the polymer binder used in most solid propellant formulations is
the largest factor in determining the mechanical properties of the mixed and cured propellant.
The characteristics of the prepolymer, monomer, or polymer as received by the processing
plant are major factors in determining the molecular structure of the binder in the finished
propellant. The chemical and physical properties of curing agents, plasticizers, and other
modifying chemicals also are important.
Adjustment in concentration of the curing agent is the most widely used method for main-
taining process quality control and reproducibility of composite propellant mechanical prop-
erties. New propellant formulations usually are characterized in relation to the effect of differ-
ent curative levels on mechanical properties. Elongation at low temperatures, often the limit-
ing characteristic, usually is sensitive to changes in curative level.
Prepolymer characteristics that influence mechanical properties sometimes vary significantly
between suppliers and between lots from a single supplier. Examples of the criteria for the
selection of a particular prepolymer and subsequent characterization and specification may
be found in the composite-propellant tailoring studies for the 260-SL motor (ref. 34). Figure
4 illustrates the effect of the curative ratio on the mechanical properties of a composite pro-
pellant made from polymer lots that were secured from two different vendors.
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Figure 4. --Typical effect of curative-agent ratio on mechanical properties of composite propellant.
2.1.6.2 Proprietary Raw Materials
The majority of composite propellants use a prepolymer as the basic raw material of the
binder. The characteristics of this prepolymer, particularly the molecular structure of the
polymer and the number and location of reactive chemical sites or functionality of the pre-
polymers, have a significant effect on the mechanical properties of the cured propellant.
Because of these factors, it is difficult, in the current state of the art, to specify prepolymers
completely. Therefore, it is not unusual to specify sole source or proprietary ingredients for
binder raw materials, particularly prepolymers for new propellant formulations. For formula-
tions that have been in use for some period of time, it has been possible to develop additional
sources of supply by running multisource qualification tests. When there is only a sole source
for such materials, costs generally are higher; and even with a sole source there are occasional
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changes in raw materials that cause difficulties in maintaining the propellant within required
specifications. These changes can be caused by revised methods of manufacture at the pre-
polymer plant or by unknown causes. Usually they are controlled by careful design of the
quality assurance program.
2.1.6.3 Raw Material Characterization
Raw materials for solid propellants usually are characterized to provide a baseline for sub-
sequent control of mechanical properties. This characterization generally is combined with
similar studies for burning rate (sec. 2.1.4.3). Most of the effort in characterization for
control of mechanical properties is directed toward prepolymers, polymers, and curative
agents because these binder ingredients are the raw materials that have the most significant
effect on mechanical properties of the cured propellant. Since there are difficult problems in
specifying these ingredients, the first production run for a new formulation usually is made
from a large blended lot of these binder raw materials. Subsequent purchases of binder
ingredients are tested and controlled on the basis of the results of this baseline study and
associated subscale propellant batches.
In addition, each new lot of polymer or curative agent is characterized to improve reliability
of the process. This procedure identifies small variations in the properties of prepolymers
that cannot be controlled by current state-of-the-art specifications. Although the variations
are small and sometimes considered nonfunctional by the supplier, they may have major
effects on the mechanical properties of the finished propellant. For example, the prepolymer
manufacturer has been known to make very minor changes in his methods (e.g., to vary poly-
merization times and temperatures to increase yields) that did not show up until the subscale
lot characterization tests were made by the propellant processor.
2.1.6.4 Process Variables
The process operating conditions and the relative proportion of ingredients can affect the
mechanical properties, particularly elongation and tensile strength, of the finished propellant.
The amount of binder ingredients and the temperatures and times for casting and curing are
the more important process variables for composite propellants. In DB propellants, mechan-
ical properties are not very sensitive to processing conditions but are dependent on the
physical properties of the NC casting powder and the ratio of casting powder to casting solvent.
When process effects are not well established, the usual practice is to conduct special studies
in order to determine the effect of these process variables and different ratios of raw material
ingredients on the mechanical properties of the cured propellant. These studies usually are
combined with those discussed in section 2.1.4.6. In some cases, byproduct data from these
studies give correlations between propellant grain discontinuities and process variables. These
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dataareusedto compensatefor lot-to-lotvariationsandto meetspecificationsonmechanical
properties.Process-variablestudiesgenerallyincludemeasurementsontheeffectsof mix time,
intensity,andvacuum.
Theprocessingof relativelylargemotorsoftenrequirescastingmanybatchesovera period
of severaldays,andthereareunavoidableinterruptionsin thecastingsequencethatcanhave
importanteffectsontheintegrityof themechanicalbondbetweeneachofthesurfacesinvolved.
Studiesusuallyaremadeto definethe processconditionsthat shouldbemet in order to
obtainadequatebondsof propellantto propellantandto othersurfaces(ref. 22).
2.1.6.5 Flaws
A major objective of propellant processing is to produce a propellant grain that is free of
flaws, i.e., unplanned discontinuities in the grain structure. In general, flaws or voids in the
solid propellant degrade ballistic and mechanical properties of cured propellant. The relative
size and location of permissible flaws depend on the particular application and propellant
formulation. The probability of flaws is a function of the rheological properties of the propel-
lant and of variations in processing. Vacuum and bayonet casting are two of the most common
processing techniques used to minimize the formation of voids or flaws.
Special precautions usually are taken to prevent air from being trapped in the cured propellant
grain. The production of reliable, reproducible, void-free grains is dependent on the proper
removal of air and dissolved gases that can create voids in the propellant grain during either
the casting or the curing process. This removal also results in a propellant with maximum
density and a reproducible and predictable burning rate. Propellant grain porosity caused by
the inclusion of finely dispersed air or gas can result in a propellant with an extremely high
burning rate, which can cause catastrophic failure in a rocket motor. Entrapped gas normally
is removed by one or more of the following methods: (1) vacuum mixing, (2) intermediate
deaeration between mixing and casting, and (3) vacuum casting. In general, good grains
can be made without vacuum casting, but vacuum casting the large grains offers an advantage
in that it reduces the probability of grains that must be rejected because of air voids.
To provide effective deaeration of extremely viscous propellants, it is necessary to utilize a
technique that spreads propellant into a thin sheet for exposure to a vacuum environment.
This spreading reduces the mean distance that a gas bubble must travel to break through
the propellant surface. Another controlling parameter is the time of exposure to the vacuum.
In batch processing, the deaeration process typically consists of pouring the vacuum-mixed
propellant into a feeding container connected to an evacuated casting vessel. Propellant flowing
into the vessel is passed through narrow slits (in what is commonly called a slitter plate) to
produce thin ribbons of propellant or is passed over a conical surface to expose a large surface
of the material to a vacuum (ref. 31). Continuous propellant processes use a mechanical
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deviceto exposethe mixedpropellantto a vacuumenvironmentfor deaerationprior to
casting(refs. 38 and 39). Someof themorevolatilematerialscontainedin thepropellant
formulationare removedduringthedegassingor deaerationprocess;therefore,thecontrol
of thevacuumlevelanddurationis oftenas importantasobtaininga veryhighvacuumin
producinga reproduciblepropellantcomposition.Viscosityof compositepropellantoften
is sensitiveto the leveland lengthof time that vacuumis appliedduring the mixingand
castingprocesses.
Eventhemostcarefulprocessing,however,is notanabsoluteguaranteeof a void-freegrain.
To ensureadequateprocesscontrol,grainsareinspectedfor voidsor flaws.Instrumentsused
in nondestructivetesting(NDT) for voidsincludedeviceswith cobalt60sources,standard
X-ray machines,VandeGraft machines,fluoroscopes,andlinearaccelerators.In addition,
smallcartridge-loaded-typegrainsof uniformcrosssectionareinspectedby ultrasonictech-
niquesprior to inhibiting.Bubbles,cracks,andlow-densityareasaredetectedif theyexceed
acertainminimumsize.However,thegeometryandorientationof acrackoravoidmaymake
it difficultto detectwith state-of-the-artNDT methods. All exposed propellant surfaces are
inspected carefully to determine whether there are any defects observable at these surfaces.
Defects that may be minor and insignificant in themselves sometimes can indicate subsurface
defects that require more careful investigation. Even separations that are difficult to detect
or cracks only a few mils (several dozen micrometers) wide in critical locations may result
in catastrophic failure when the motor is fired.
2.1.7 Performance vs. Solids Loading
Achieving high specific impulse by increasing the solids loading of aluminized composite
propellants has been an objective of the solid rocket industry for several years. As a result
of considerable research in solids-loading technology, 88-percent-solids propellant systems
are currently in use. At very high solids loading, oxidizer particle-size distribution must be
controlled if maximum fluidity characteristics of a particular fixed formulation are to be
maintained. In spite of advances in technology for reduction in viscosities, the designer some-
times is faced with conflicting requirements of high solids loading (for high performance) and
processability of the formulation selected. Because of the higher viscosities and increased
costs associated with the manufacture of some propellant formulations with high solids loading,
there is a continuing problem of trading off ballistic requirements, reliability during process-
ing, and processability.
2. ! .8 Effects of Moisture
Many ingredients of solid propellants either are hygroscopic or react with water. The processing
facility that handles solid oxidizers usually requires special humidity control to ensure a
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free-flowingproductandto eliminateanyadverseffectson thepropellant.Whenapropellant
containsAN, thehumidityin the processingareais controlledbelow50 grainsof moisture
per pound (7.14 x 10-3kg of moistureper kilogram) of dry air andthe temperatureis
controlledto approximately77° F (298K). In thecaseof AP, thehumidityusuallyismain-
tainedbelow65grainsof moistureperpound(9.28x 10-'_kg of moistureperkilogram) of
dry air andthetemperaturebetween85° and 90 ° F (303 and 306 K). Special shipping con-
tainers and desiccants protect these raw materials from moisture during shipping and storage.
When such precautions are taken, it is normally unnecessary for AP to be dried at the
processing facility; however, AN often is dried in conventional equipment such as tray, rotary,
or vacuum dryers at temperatures between 170 ° and 225 ° F (350 and 381 K) (ref. 12). If
moisture is not controlled, the crystals cake when the oxidizer is temporarily at rest because
the moisture migrates to the crystal surface and coalesces the particles. This caking results
in serious handling problems.
In addition to the effects on oxidizer described above, deleterious effects result from the
exposure of certain binders to excessive moisture. The control of moisture is particularly critical
with polyurethane and, to a lesser extent, with CTPB propellants. The environment for these
materials must be closely controlled during all phases of processing, including the receiving
of raw materials, weighout, premixing, and propellant mixing; this control generally is achieved
by providing a controlled atmosphere of either dehumidified air or dry nitrogen gas. In
addition, the finished cured grain of CTPB type propellant must be protected from exposure
to excessive humidity.
2.1.9 Exhaust-Plume Radar Attenuation
The requirement for low radar attenuation by the propulsion unit exhaust plume sometimes
imposes certain restrictions on propellant processing. Currently, there are three techniques
for reducing exhaust plume attenuation: (1) reduction of metal fuel content, (2) reduction
of alkali metal content in AP oxidizer, and (3) the use of a scavenging agent to neutralize
the effect of electrons from the alkali metal ions. These techniques often increase processing
costs if performance (specific impulse) is maintained.
2.2 Grain Design
Grain design is discussed in detail in reference 2. The initial steps in grain design (e.g., calcu-
lation of volumetric loading) have no direct effect on propellant processing. The grain design
considerations having a major impact on processing reliability and costs are ( 1 ) the selection
of the grain configuration and its detailed geometric design, (2) maintenance of grain struc-
tural integrity, and (3) the redesign and tailoring and detailed analysis involved in obtaining
the specified performance, specifically thrust control and transient performance.
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2.2.1 Geometry
2.2.1.1 Perforation Design
Although grain design is concerned with the total configuration of the propellant, the geometry
of the grain perforation is particularly important to processing because of its impact on
process tooling. Tooling mandrels for either a propellant casting or for an extrusion-type
process have very nearly the same geometry as the perforation. Tooling designs allow for
propellant shrinkage as well as mandrel removal. Many grain designs are based on a uniform
circular or rounded star design. However, for some ballistic requirements (e.g., those for a
boost-sustain motor), it is necessary occasionally that the perforation not be uniform in cross
section throughout the entire length of the grain. The process tooling provides for these
changes in perforation. Some designs result in two different sets of perforation tooling.
Likewise, some ballistic requirements involve geometrical designs more complex than
cylindrical or star shapes.
2.2.1.2 Perforation Taper
The design and fabrication of tooling to produce the perforations for cast solid propellant
grains are well established. Slight drafts are used to facilitate the removal of tooling after the
propellant is cured. Allowances often are made in the design of tooling for large motors in
order to take into account propellant cure and thermal shrinkages. Tooling usually is con-
structed of aluminum and coated with Teflon or other mold-release materials.
2.2.1.3 Propellant Machining
Some ballistic requirements demand grain designs that are not practical to achieve with rela-
tively simple casting or extrusion tooling. In such designs, it is common to perform machining
operations on the solid propellant. For example, transverse slots or conicals frequently are
produced by machining operations (ref. 40). In addition, the surface exposed at the end of
a cast and cure operation often is machined to either a flat or a special configuration. In the
case of large motors, this trimming operation usually can be done by hand because minor sur-
face irregularities are not critical.
The relative difficulty in machining a propellant depends on the physical properties of the for-
mulation, the shape and location of the cavity to be formed, the quantity of material to be
removed, and sensitivity of the propellant. Special vacuum collection systems usually are in-
stalled to remove the propellant cuttings that introduce a special hazard because of their large
specific surface. Other steps taken to reduce hazards of accidental deflagration include selec-
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tion of special cutting tools, maintenance of sharp edges, and special precautions to prevent
the accidental contact of cutting tools with metal parts of the rocket motor.
2.2.1.4 Casting Openings
The configuration and amount of space allowed between the motor case and the casting tooling
can have an important effect on process operations. During casting of composite propellants,
a viscous and sometimes non-Newtonian material often must be flowed through intricate chan-
nels and then deposited uniformly in oddly shaped cavities, all without introducing or entrap-
ping air or forming flow voids. This is a particularly difficult process when non-Newtonian
fluids with high viscosities are involved. The details of the flow channels as dictated by grain
geometry are an important factor in successful casting of these materials.
An important step in the processing of DB propellants is the insertion of the solid casting pow-
der into the assembled motor case and casting tooling. This casting powder must be dispersed
very uniformly and at a constant high density. Success in this operation is a function of both
the relative location of and the clearances between the casting tooling and the motor case
(or the case insulation).
2.2.2 Structural Integrity
Interactions between the grain and process conditions may significantly affect the residual
stresses in the propellant that result from thermal and polymerization shrinkage. This shrink-
age most commonly occurs during the curing operations for composite propellants. The
purpose of the cure step is to establish and maintain known and controllable temperature
gradients in the propellant grain in order to induce and control the polymerization reaction
for the particular propellant binder system. The temperature-time program is designed so that
the propellant reaches certain mechanical properties at a known point in time after which
the grain is cooled at a controlled rate to ensure an upper limit on thermal strains. These strains
must not be so severe as to induce a failure of either the grain or the propellant-liner bond.
At the same time, the temperature-time conditions of the cure step potentially have an im-
portant impact on processing costs. The temperature factors usually are determined by special
studies of new propellant formulations or by applications of existing formulations to new
grain designs. In some of the more advanced formulations, special cure cycles have been
found advantageous (ref. 41 ).
Composite propellants generally are cured between 100 ° and 140 ° F (311 and 333 K) over
a period of a few days. Others are cured at higher temperatures, such as 170°F (350 K);
AN/Bd/MVP propellants are cured at 190°F (361 K). During cooling and subsequent
thermal contraction, changes in volume usually are minimized by curing the propellant at as
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lowa temperatureaspractical.Thetimeandtemperaturedependonthecompositionandsize
of thepropellantgrain.However,withsomepropellantsthe improvedmechanicalproperties
thatcanbeobtainedthroughhighercuretemperaturesmightoffsetthehigherresidualstrains.
Generally,for a givensetof mechanicalproperties,the lowerthecuretemperature,themore
reliablethemotor.
Pressurecuringoftenis usedto overcometheeffectsof grainshrinkage;pressureisappliedto
dilatethecaseduringcure,theinternalcasevolumebeingincreasedbyanamountnearlyequal
to theexpectedgrainthermalcontraction.Pressurecuringmayintroduceproblems,including
difficultieswith tool removalcausedbycompressionof thepropellantbythecase,whichwas
expandeduringcureandcooldown.Coolingto low temperaturesoftenis requiredin order
to removethe tools.Significantchangesin perforationdimensionsthat canoccurwhenthe
toolingisremovedaretakenintoaccountbytheprocessorduringtooldesign.
Excessivestrainsmayoccurwhencertaincombinationsof graindesigns,propellantformula-
tions,andcasedesignsareprocessed.Thestrainscanbemoreseverein designsthatinvolve
propellantswith highmoduliof elasticity,motorcaseswith markedlydifferentcoefficientsof
thermalexpansion,or thick-webbedgrains.Excessivestrainscanbe reducedby theuseof
stressreliefbootsat theinterfacebetweenthepropellantandthemotorcase.As requirements
for widertemperaturextremeshaveincreased,theuseof stressreliefbootsin both thefor-
wardandaft endsof somemotorshasbecomecommonplace.
2.2.3 Principal Motor Thrust Control
2.2.3.1 Specifications
Most motor specifications require a control either on total impulse or on thrust as a function
of a time-thrust envelope. Often, the thrust performance is specified on the basis of previously
demonstrated variability in the operation of motors of a comparable design. These thrust
requirements normally are met by specifying dimensions and geometry of grains, propellant
weight, and propellant formulation with rigid tolerances during laboratory tests on propel-
lant samples. In most cases, these parameters (such as specific impulse of the propellant and
net grain weight) are interdependent to some degree, and rigid specifications result in prob-
lems for the propellant processor. Such specification problems usually are resolved through
consultation with process engineers and utilization of process-variables data.
2.2.3.2 Prediction of Thrust
There are many applications in which large numbers of production motors are produced in
small batches, not in large lots, usually within certain performance limitations. In addition,
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theusergenerallyisprovidedwith a predictedthrust-timecurveandotherpredictedperfor-
mancedata.Wheneverpredictionof performanceis required,it is thepracticeto collectand
analyzea largeamountof processingandlaboratoryballisticdata for eachgrain andeach
batchof propellantusedin thegrainin orderto predictthethrust-timecurvefor eachmotor
beforeit isfired.Whentheaccuracyrequiredin thispredictionexceedstheability of thepro-
cessorto analyzesuchdependentvariablesasburningrate,propellantcomposition,andgrain
dimensions,thereusuallyarehighcostsfor the largenumberof laboratoryandstaticfiring
testsaswell asfor thecollectionof a largeamountof inspectionandweightdata(ref. 42).
2.2.4 Transient Performance
2.2.4.1 Ignition
The design of process tooling and some operating procedures can have a marked effect on the
ballistic characteristics of the grain ignition surface. These characteristics, in turn, can affect
the ignition delay or the character of the pressure-time or thrust-time curve during the ignition
process. The development of anisotropic ballistic properties constitute one way in which pro-
cess variations can affect ignition transient performance. One of the most common effects
is the production of a fuel-rich layer at the surfaces next to the extrusion die or casting mandrel.
It is common practice to use special mold-release agents on casting tooling. If these materials
are not selected with care, residual gums may remain on the grain surface and cause an ex-
cessive ignition delay time. Some grain designs require the ignition surfaces to be machined
or roughened in order to produce proper ignition characteristics. Because process operators
cannot always control this surface characteristic, ignition transient performance may vary.
With some grain designs, the rapid buildup of the ignition process is inhibited by inert ma-
terials added to the ignition surface. With still other designs, it is necessary to use special melt-
out mandrels that may leave residual films on the ignition surface; this residue must be removed
by special processing steps. One method is dissolution of the film in mercury, but this process
may result in contamination of the surface. A more recent method is removal of this thin
layer of contaminated propellant by grit blasting.
2.2.4.2 Tailoff
The thrust-time or pressure-time curve during tailoff can be affected adversely by the proces-
sor through a lack of careful attention to tooling design and assembly procedures such as exact
centering of mandrels or machining of slots. Designs using inert slivers also require careful
design of tooling and precise placement and dimensioning of the slivers in order to control
tailoff transients. In some applications, variations in burning rate throughout the motor and the
accumulation of grain tolerances plus dimensional variations in the motor case can make it
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difficult for the processor to meet the tailoff transient performance requirements. Designers
take these considerations into account in establishing the tolerances needed (ref. 42).
2.3 Liner
The effects of the large difference in the elastic modulus between propellant and motor case
are an important design consideration. Stresses caused by motor operation, acceleration, spin,
thermal environment, and cure shrinkage require adhesive bonding of case, insulation, and
propellant into an integral unit whenever a case-bonded grain design is used. The liner between
the case and the propellant serves as a structural material to transmit stress to the load-bearing
components. This transition material is located between the propellant and insulation or,
where there is no insulation, between the propellant and the motor case.
Visual inspection of failed composite propellant/substrate bond specimens frequently shows
gross cohesive failure in the propellant. But sometimes neither propellant binder nor binder
and oxidizer are visible on a failed substrate surface. Failures of this sort usually are de-
scribed as "clean peel" or adhesive failure, although adhesive detachment has not been proven.
These extremes of failure mode indicate that both adhesive and cohesive phenomena are
involved. Therefore, both general adhesion principles and factors affecting the cure and
strength of propellants near the bond line are important to the interface properties (ref. 43).
Special process steps usually are taken to prepare the surfaces to which liners are to be
applied; for example, the insulation usually is abraded, cleaned, and dried to give a satis-
factorily fresh surface to which the liner is applied. Primers occasionally are required to
ensure good bonds between propellants and the liner or insulation; such primers are con-
sidered part of the liner system.
2.3.1 Formulation
The bond for composite propellants is formed by curing the propellant in contact with
partially or fully cured liner, and therefore a complex mechanism of bond formation is
involved. During cure, many physical and chemical processes that would be insignificant in
ordinary adhesive systems may become important; e.g., loss of a reactive ingredient from
the binder through slow migration into the substrate can affect the strength of the propellant
at the interface. As a result, liner formulations usually are selected so that curing character-
istics are compatible with the basic propellant cure cycle and other conditions to which the
motor is exposed during processing.
One of the methods used to achieve the insulation-to-propellant bond in DB propellants is
the powder-embedment process illustrated in figure 5 (ref. 44).
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Casti ng powder
Insulation
Figure 5.--Typical double-base embedment bonding (ref. 44)
A layer of partly polymerized adhesive such as an epoxy coating of the insulation or interior
of the motor case is prepared. Casting powder granules then are carefully injected into this
surface so that approximately 50 percent,of each granule is embedded in the epoxy adhesive
and the other 50 percent is exposed, tO the action of the casting solvent in the subsequent
propellant mantffacturing'steps. Some of_the more important variables that need to be closely
controlled in this process to prevent grains frorii becoming coated on all sides or completely
submerged m the adbeswe are the xns¢oSlty of the embedment adheswe, the flow, and the
insertion of the casti, og powder onto the" surface. A recent study (ref. 41 ) has determined
that there is an optimum configuration for the embedment granule and that improved strength
of the bonO dePea_t's on good wetting of the granules and development of a direct propellant-
to-insulation_chemical bond. In additio'n, some work has been done on the use of honeycomb
structui_s and-imp_oved adhesive coatings. The current practice is to use casting powder
shaped as:righ't c_rcular cylinders with the length-to-diameter ratio approximately equal to 1.
2.3.2 Mechanical Properties and Bond Strengths
The propellant-liner interface is one of the most difficult areas of a solid rocket motor to
describe quantitatively and to analyze by laboratory techniques. Interface characterization is
only partially studied during the development phase of many rocket motor programs. Ref-
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erence45 describesliner testingmethods;reference46 describesthe modifieddouble-plate
constant-straintensiletestmethod.In the lattermethod,a 30° scarfjoint is substitutedfor
a joint normalto thedirectionof tension.Onestudy(ref. 43), usingtheconstant-loadtest
techniqueon bothpolyurethaneandpolybutadienepropellants,showedthat failurewasal-
wayscohesivewithin thepropellant.Thesiteof failure(neartheinterface)andthemodeof
failure (cohesivewithin the propellant)suggestthat propellant cohesivestrength is the
limiting factorin thebondstrengthof thistypeof system.
A liner that is satisfactoryin laboratorytestsand in smallmotorsoften is usedwithout
furthertesting.However,whatis acceptableunderrelativelyidealconditionscanbesubject
to deleteriouseffectsof a largenumberof processingvariablesandto thedetrimentaleffects
of aging,extremeenvironmentalstorageconditions,handling,andflight vibration.Special
studiessometimesare madeto determinethe effectsof ingredientvariationsand process
variablesonthemechanicalpropertiesof thebondof liner topropellantandliner to insulation
or liner to motorcase(ref. 47).
Liner mechanicalpropertiesareevaluatedwith specialtechniques(ref. 48) that involve
thedissectionof the motorsothat propellantpropertiesin the as-builtmotorcanbedeter-
mined.Sectionsof thecase,liner, andpropellantarecut fromthemotorat variouslocations,
andnormallaboratorytestsof thepropellant,propellant-linerinterface,andliner-caseinter-
facearemade.Thesetestsprovidepropertiesandallowablevaluesfor usein thestressanalysis.
Material propertiesthus determineddiscloseincompatibilityproblemsand can showthe
extentof aging.This section-and-testtechniqueis usefulfor developmentworkbut destroys
the motor. For processingof production motors, liner-propellant-casebondsusuallyare
inspectedbyX-ray, althoughfor largesegmentedmotorsoftenonly a simplevisualcheckis
made.In addition,quality controlof the liner-to-propellantmechanicalpropertiesis often
maintainedby evaluating"peel"testspecimenscastat thetimethepropellantis cast.Liner-
to-caseor -insulationunbondshavealsobeendetectedby ultrasonictechniques.
2.3.3 Rheological Properties
Where required, liners are applied to surfaces in relatively thin and highly uniform layers.
Simple techniques for applying a liner to the insulation, including spinning, brushing, and
troweling, require no extensive tooling, although skill is required to control both thickness
and uniformity. Electrostatic deposition of liners has been used with considerable success
and precise control of thickness. With air-operated or airless spray systems, problems may
be encountered with air entrapment and environmental moisture control (ref. 46). Most
motors are lined by the spraying process.
Measurement of liner thickness is not an exact science. However, thickness can be controlled
adequately by application of material on a weight basis and by the use of other process pro-
cedure controls.
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Most liner formulationsaredesignedto providegoodrheologicalpropertiesof the uncured
liner, including proper viscosity, gel characteristics, and pot life (ref. 45). Process relia-
bility is reduced and costs are increased if these properties are not within reasonable
limits. Rheological properties are not significant factors in motor designs that use a combin-
ation insulation/liner system applied as a solid material to the motor case.
2.3.4 Process Contaminants
Reasonable precautions commonly are taken to maintain cleanliness of all surfaces involved
in the liner processing steps, but not to the extent that they involve highly controlled "clean
room" environments. Since moisture as well as other contaminants can affect bond strength
(refs. 43 and 49), certain liner-propellant systems are processed under humidity-controlled
conditions. Most liners are cured at elevated temperature, and this in itself can produce a
low-humidity environment. Dust contamination is avoided by the use of inexpensive covers.
When special insulation-liner-propellant systems require careful control of common process
contaminants, special facilities and procedures are designed to provide protection during
handling and storage. Additional precautions generally are taken in preparing the insulation
surface before applying the liner; these precautions include grit blasting, cleaning with a
solvent wipe to remove dust and insulation particles, and drying to remove residual solvent.
Materials and methods used to remove contaminants are described in reference 34.
2.4 Motor Case
Motor case design can affect the cost of casting tooling as well as processing labor costs. In
addition, program schedules can be affected by motor case designs that require complex
process tooling and long lead times.
2.4.1 Provisions for Tool Removal
Most motor case designs provide an opening, usually through the nozzle flange area, that
permits the casting tooling to be removed in one piece and allows flow channels for the proper
distribution of propellant or casting powder during the casting operation. However, reference
41 describes tool development for a program that dictated that the mandrels be suitable for
producing grain perforation, larger than case openings. In other designs, tooling consists of
multiple fins mounted inside ihe motor case with cantilevered support from a central mandrel.
In spherical motor designs, a meltout mandrel often is used. The mandrel is precast from a
low-melting-point alloy. The melting point of the alloy must be above the maximum pro-
peUant processing temperature (usually cure temperature) and below the temperature at which
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thepropellantor theotherpartsof themotorwouldbeaffectedadversely.Asnotedpreviously,
the low-melting-pointalloysdevelopedfor thisuseoftenleaveaverythincoatingof material
on the interior perforationof the propellantgrain,and specialprocessesthenareusedto
provideadequateignition surfaces.
2.4.2 Tooling Support
Process operations that tend to distort the motor case must be accounted for in tool design.
For example, an unsymmetrical grain or motor design may result in an unsatisfactory degree
of out-of-roundness in the motor case unless the castings and curing forces involved are taken
into account in the motor case design. In addition the case designer must consider tool support,
tool centering or locating, and tool removal after use. Whenever it is not practical to design
a motor case that will support tooling, it is necessary to provide for additional process tooling
such as rounding rings.
The vacuum-casting system of processing can introduce adverse stresses and strains on the
motor case unless a vacuum-casting facility that will contain the entire motor is available.
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3. DESIGN CRITERIA and
Recommended Practices
3.1 Propellant Formulations and Properties
3.1.1 Polymeric Ingredients
A propellant [ormulation shall utilize the simplest and cheapest ingredients that will
satisfy requirements.
PVC plastisol is an example of a simple, low-cost ingredient as related to processing. However,
other design considerations generally limit the PVC binder system to applications in small
motors and gas generators.
From the point of view of processing, NC should be considered an acceptable ingredient
because it is based on cellulose and has been produced in large quantities for an extended
period of time. In most formulations, NC does not undergo any chemical reaction during
propellant processing. These qualities make it a reliable and low-cost ingredient. The com-
bination of NC with NG produces ballistic advantages (e.g., specific impulse) that must be
justified, however, by tradeoff studies that take into account process quality control limita-
tions and processing costs of DB propellants. Some applications should use crosslinking agents
with NC whenever the added processing costs can be justified by improved qualities of the
finished propellant. The above applies to the use of NC in conventional DB casting powders;
the newer plastisol grade NC has not been produced in large quantities and is expensive.
The group of binders based on high-molecular-weight liquids and partially polymerized ma-
terials that have retained functionality for subsequent curing also should be considered. PBAN
and CTPB are examples of these somewhat complex prepolymers that should be used when-
ever the increased raw material, processing, and quality control costs for such things as
handling of multiple ingredients can be justified by tradeoff studies against other decreased
processing costs. The PBAN system should be selected over the CTPB system whenever
possible, because the CTPB raw material costs and processing costs are higher. The increased
processing costs result from a difference of sequencing operations and from the mechanics
of propellant casting.
Components for improving processability should be added to the formulation when the in-
creased raw material and processing costs can be justified by increased reliability (e.g., as in
the addition of cyclic organic acid anhydrides to control crack propagation in PBAN-type
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propellants).However,additionalingredients,suchasmulticomponentcrosslinkingagents,
shouldbeusedonly whenclearadvantagescanjustify increasedprocessingcostsor whenthe
improvementsobtainedareneededto meetdesignrequirementsuchasoperatingtemper-
aturesor superiormechanicalproperties.
3. 1.2 Oxidizers
The particle-size distribution shall be as simple as possible.
The use of a complex rather than simple distribution is justified only when the performance
advantages offset the decreased reliability and increased costs of processing. Cost tradeoffs
must take into account the increased costs of purchasing, handling, and storage of more
than one unground-oxidizer particle size. There are additional costs to the processor when
grind size must be changed to meet the needs of a particle-size distribution of modality greater
than two. Of greater importance is the increased risk of inadequate quality control of particle-
size distribution when the processor is required to change grind size to meet complex particle-
size distributions. A qualified process engineer should be consulted to determine the effect of
complex particle-size distribution on the cost and reliability of processing a specific motor
design.
3.1.3 Hazards
3.1.3.1 Toxicity
Propellant ]ormulations shall not contain highly toxic materials unless the added
costs and hazards are justified.
The selection of formulations that contain toxic ingredients is justified when improved prop-
erties offset the disadvantages of increased processing costs and personnel hazards. Because
processors must take adequate precautions to minimize hazards of toxic materials in propel-
lant formulations during storage, handling, processing, and testing, tradeoff studies by de-
signers must take the following increased costs into account and weigh them against increased
performance as described in reference 1:
Nonrecurring Costs
• Locating facilities in remote areas with favorable wind conditions to minimize the spread
of toxic materials in the event of accidental deflagration.
• Equipping facilities with special dust control systems including positive-pressure rooms
and systems for safe disposal of toxic combustion products.
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• Developingsafemethodsfor storage,handling,andprocessingtoxic materials;thorough
trainingof all personnelinvolved.
• Supplyingworkerswith protectiveclothing and, in somecases,auxiliary breathing
equipment.
Recurring Costs
• Increased process labor required to ensure adequate housekeeping and personnel cleanliness.
• Equipment and labor for safe handling, transportation, and disposal of toxic wastes and
empty containers.
• Equipment and labor for collection of toxic waste products from laboratory and static-
firing combustion; includes costs for firing into large evacuated tanks, scrubbing the gases,
and disposing of contaminated residues.
3.1.3.2 Deflagration and Detonation
3.1.3.2.1 Ingredient Hazards
Propellant formulations shall not contain materials that are highly s ;nsitive to de]la-
gration or detonation unless the added processing costs and hazards are iustified.
Characterization of the hazards associated with a specific propellant formulation is not enough.
The hazards associated with each ingredient must be identified (ref. 1 ), and their effects on
processing costs must be assessed. Propellant selection should be based on processing
cost considerations developed in tradeoff studies weighing these factors against performance
advantages.
Nitrated esters, such as NG and other class 7 materials, are examples of highly sensitive
materials requiring added facility and processing costs. NG is very shock sensitive; only
small amounts need to be subjected to impact or other initiating forces before a disastrous
sequence of reactions is initiated. Facilities require substantial quantity/distance separation
and therefore are more costly. In addition, there are certain phases of the processing in which
NG may vaporize or diffuse into parts of the manufacturing equipment and thus create
additional hazards. These hazards can be reduced by the proper selection of inert plasticizers
having the same volatility and diffusion characteristics as NG. These inert plasticizers sub-
stantially reduce the sensitivity of NG. Nonrecurring special costs are required for the
construction of special facilities for manufacture, storage, and handling of NG. Extra labor
costs are required for special housekeeping and care in handling of NG.
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3.1.3.2.2 ProcessCombination Hazards
Laboratory tests shall verify hazards that are likely to arise during processing.
Special processing hazards associated with combinations of two or more propellant ingredients
should be evaluated for new ingredients before they are specified in production propellant
formulations. Such evaluations should consist of laboratory tests for sensitivity in which
weight fractions and physical conditions of ingredients are varied in accordance with recom-
mendations from process engineers. Reference 50 describes these tests for a series of propel-
lants. Test procedures and parameters should be those recommended in reference 1. These
tests can reduce processing hazards by identifying a safe order of addition or combination
of ingredients. In general, a safe procedure is to add solids to liquids and oxidizers to fuels,
but there are exceptions. The safest combinations of the several ingredients should be identified
by the laboratory studies.
In some cases, performance requirements cannot be met without formulations that result in
this kind of process hazard. The performance advantages of such formulations must, therefore,
be traded off against the increased cost of facilities or process labor required to reduce the
hazard to a reasonable level.
3.1.3.2.3 Propellant Hazards
The ]_nished propellant shall be class 2 whenever possible and practicable.
Because of the hazards associated with processing, storing, and handling motors containing
class 7 propellants, such propellants should be selected only when tradeoff studies show that
less sensitive propellants are impractical. The designer should evaluate the increase in process-
ing costs resulting from (1) the increased station-to-station distances required for facilities
used to process these formulations, (2) the reduced quantity in process at any one time, and
(3) the increased safety precautions required with class 7 formulations. Guidelines to facility
layout or to propellant quantities that can be processed in present facilities are available in
handbooks and in reference 51. These sources should be supplemented with reliable informa-
tion on actual accidents.
The basic cost tradeoff is between class 7 and class 2 propellants. The class 2 propellant pro-
cessing has reduced requirements (as compared with class 7) for quantity/distance separation
of buildings and therefore has lower facility costs. One exception is the operation for mixing
composite propellants, which usually requires quantity/distance separation for class 7.
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3.1.4 Burning Rate of Cured Propellant
3.1.4.1 Control and Reproducibility
Whenever possible, a formulation shall provide a means for control of burning rate
during processing.
It is recommended that propellant formulations contain burning-rate modifiers that, when
varied in concentration and combined with multimodal oxidizer particle sizes, will provide a
practical means of controlling burning rate during processing. In many cases, ballistic require-
ments cannot be met by available formulations that contain burning-rate modifiers. However,
when requirements do allow the selection of formulations with modifier, the propellant pro-
cessor can achieve higher reliability, better reproducibility of burning rate, and lower process-
ing costs in the finished rocket motors by varying modifier level for fine adjustment of burning
rate. Costs are lower because of the lower frequency of reject batches caused by out-of-tolerance
burning rate.
All data showing the effect of modifiers on burning-rate of the selected propellant formulation
must be available to process engineers, including the data from the process-variables studies
(sec. 3.1.4.6), process quality control data from production programs involving similar for-
mulations, and data obtained during development of the formulations. After review of these
data, designers should consult with process engineers on process quality control problems
before establishing tolerances for the propellant specifications.
When composite formulations with modifiers cannot be used to meet requirements, a propel-
lant in which burning rate can be controlled during processing by some other means (e.g.,
changes in the particle-size ratio of the oxidizer) should be selected. A propellant of this type
will enable the processor to maintain adequate control and to produce a ballistically reliable
propellant at optimum cost.
A bimodal oxidizer particle-size distribution should be selected to meet moderate to low
burning-rate requirements because it allows for good processability and provides a practical
method of burning-rate control during processing. It is further recommended that specifica-
tions allow the processor to achieve such controls by changes in the oxidizer coarse-to-fine
weight-fraction ratio or in the particle size of the coarse oxidizer. 2 Studies to define the effect
of variations in the oxidizer coarse-to-fine ratio should be made prior to production processing.
Typical data that should be obtained are shown in figure 2 (ref. 22).
eCoarse refers to range I or II (see sec. 2.1.2), averaging over 100 g (#m) in size. Fine refers to range Ill, aver-
aging less than 50 g (#m) and produced by the propellant processor from unground material.
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SomepropellantformulationssuchasDB systemscontainlittle, if any,solid oxidizeror
burning-ratemodifierthat canbevariedin orderto providea meansfor adjustingburning
rateduringprocessingandcompensatefor lot-to-lotvariations.Whenthis typeof formula-
tionmustbeselectedto meetotherrequirements,theburningrateshouldbecapableof being
adjustedby blendingsublotsof castingpowder.
3.1.4.2 Proprietary Ingredients
A formulation shall not depend on sole-source or proprietary ingredients for control
of burning rate.
When ballistic requirements cannot be met unless formulations based on proprietary or sole-
source ingredients are selected, tradeoffs in reliability, program schedule, and processing
production costs should be made in accordance with table II.
Sole-source ingredients that may have a significant effect on burning rate, raw material costs,
and processing reliability as described above should be selected by qualified personnel; but
specification and qualification of oxidizers for composite propellants should provide for
multiple-source supply whenever possible.
3.1.4.3 Raw Material Characterization
Raw material characterization shall provide a baseline Jor processors to use in meet-
ing design requirements for reproducible and predictable burning rate.
Design proof tests should be conducted with raw material ingredients blended in large lots
and subsequently characterized in subscale propellant batches. The baseline thus established
will increase the ability of the processor to meet the required burning-rate specifications on the
finished propellant, particularly with newly developed propellants. These tests should be re-
peated for each new lot. In addition, they should be repeated whenever an established propel-
lant has not been produced for an extended period or when a production line is to be started.
Data from the tests can be used along with the techniques described in section 3.1.4.1 to com-
pensate for lot-to-lot variations.
3.1.4.4 Process Contaminants
The burning rate shall be insensitive to common types of process contaminants.
The additional costs involved with propellant formulations whose burning rates are changed
by common process contaminants should be taken into account in propellant selection. For
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Table II. - Comparative Advantages of Multisource
and Sole-Source Ingredients
Factors Advantages of multisource AdvantageSsole_sourceor°f
ingredients proprietary ingredients
Reliability
of newly
developed
propellants
Program
schedule
using
newly
developed
propellants
Recurring
costs
Nonrecurring
costs
Qualification tests of several sup-
pliers may reveal that different
methods of ingredient manufac-
ture may have significant effects
on propellant properties. This
knowledge helps prevent sur-
prise changes in propellant prop-
erties resulting from process
changes by a supplier.
Supply line is more secure after
first shipment. Program can
shift to alternate suppliers if
original source is shut off as a
result of strikes, plant damage,
or higher priority of other
customers.
Ingredients purchased on competi-
tive bids will result in minimum
raw material costs.
No advantages. Nonrecurring costs
are in the qualification program.
Such a program should be de-
signed by qualified personnel
using statistically designed ex-
periments and should be tailored
to meet the special requirements
of each ingredient, propellant,
and rocket motor application.
However, the qualification pro-
gram should include both labo-
ratory tests and subscale motor
tests as described in reference 1.
Better control of variations in pro-
pellant properties during pro-
duction processing because of
the lower probability of varia-
tions between lots of one manu-
facturer than of variations
between lots of different manu-
facturers.
Production processing can be
started immediately without de-
lays for multisource qualification
tests. This advantage disappears
if the multisource qualification
tests are run during propellant
development.
No advantages.
No qualification program costs for
alternate sources. Cost estimates
must be based on net additional
costs to qualify a supplier of a
particular ingredient.
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example, iron oxide is a common process contaminant as well as a good burning-rate modifier;
in typical composite propellant formulations without burning-rate modifiers, accidental pro-
cess contamination with iron oxide may have a deleterious effect on burning-rate control. Water
is another common process contaminant that may have a deleterious effect on burning-rate con-
trol or on mechanical properties. When fornmlations that are affected by process contaminants
must be used, additional costs that should be taken into account include increased labor costs,
higher costs for purified raw material, and costs of special containers; special precautions in
shipping and storage also must be observed. Consider also the additional costs in processing
equipment as well as in adherence to special operating and handling procedures to prevent
contamination of the propellant mix.
3.1.4.5 Scaleup
The value used Jor burning rate shall take into account the effects of scaleup to
production-scale facilities.
Scaleup studies should be performed on each new propellant formulation developed in the
laboratory to determine the effects of scaleup equipment and processing environment on
burning rate. As indicated previously, variations in oxidizer particle size can have a pronounced
effect on burning rates in most composite propellants. The variable attrition of AP or other
oxidizer particles should be determined in scaleup studies on burning-rate effects;these studies
should include not only the effect of the different size of processing equipment but also the
effect of different methods of handling solid oxidizer in production plant as compared with
the laboratory. Process engineers should be consulted to determine whether the studies should
include scaleup effects on rheological and mechanical properties.
3.1.4.6 Process Variables
Process variables and changes in ingredient proportions shall not affect burning
rate adversely.
Design proof tests should be performed with each new propellant formulation to determine
the effect of variations in the amount of raw material ingredients on burning rate. Tests should
determine the changes in burning rate caused by varying the amount of modifier and the
proportion of ground-to-unground solid oxidizer. In CMDB propellants, the tests should
demonstrate the effect on the final propellant burning rate of varying the proportions of casting
powder sublots having different ballistic properties. The aim of all this information should
be to enable the processing plant to maximize reliability of control and reproducibility of
burning rate and to minimize costs by avoiding rejection of a propellant that is out of
specification for burning rate.
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3.1.5 Rheology of Uncured Propellant
3.1.5.1 Viscosity
A composite propellant formulation shall have the lowest viscosity consistent with
satisfaction of the requirements for reliability, performance, and cost.
Tradeoff studies should be conducted on the potential decreased reliability and the increased
costs of processing associated with the selection of highly viscous formulations. The factors
given in table III should be taken into account.
Table III.- Comparative Advantages of High- and Low-Viscosity Formulations
Advantages of low-viscosity Advantages of high-viscosity
Factors formulations formulations
NoneReliability
Recurring
costs
Specific
impulse
Reduced probability of flaws in the
propellant.
Relatively low costs for mixing and
casting. No rework costs on
cured propellant due to flow
voids, etc. Avoids scrap propel-
lant.
None
None
Generally, high-solids-loaded sys-
tems provide higher specific
impulse.
Intensive characterization studies (combined with scaleup-effect studies, section 3.1.4.5)
should be conducted on the rheological properties of the uncured propellant under various
conditions that will simulate the flow patterns of production castings and curing. These studies
should consider the effects of shear stress, temperature, and time on the rheological properties
of the propellant mix, because these variables may affect the probability of flow voids or
anomalies in the grain, at the propellant-to-mandrel interface, and at the propellant-to-liner
or -insulation interfaces.
3.1.5.2 Pot Life
The pot life of the formulation shall not affect processing reliability adversely.
The designer should select a formulation with sufficiently long pot life. The pot life required
is a function of processing facilities, motor/grain size and configuration, and production rates.
It is also a function of propellant mixing and casting temperatures, which are determined in
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the optimization studies described in sections 3.1.4.6 and 3.1.6.4. After preliminary designs
and data are available on the above factors, an adequate pot life should be determined through
consultation with process engineers.
When it is not possible to achieve adequate pot life, a tradeoff study should assess the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the available pot life. A danger of selecting formulations with short
pot life is that the processor tends to take additional risks in casting propellant that is near the
end of its pot life and has become highly viscous. The net result is a decrease in reliability
similar to that associated with high-viscosity uncured propellant. When pot life is short, trade-
off studies should take into account increased labor costs for ( 1 ) transfer of propellant, (2)
tight scheduling required for coordination of casting and related quality control tests, and
(3) more rework of propellant or replacement of rejected grains.
3.1.6 Mechanical Properties of Cured Propellant
3.1.6.1 Control and Reproducibility
A composite Jormulation shall provide a means jor control oJ mechanical properties
during production runs.
Wherever possible, quality control during production runs should be achieved through very
simple adjustments in the quantity of the curing agent that is added to the mix. The type
and quantity of curing agent should have a negligible effect on other propellant properties.
Wherever a single-cure-agent adjustment is not possible, control should be achieved by
variations in amounts and blends of several cure agents, such as difunctional and trifunctional
imines or epoxides, or by variations in amounts of plasticizers added to the mix.
3.1.6.2 Proprietary Raw Materials
Whenever possible, a ]ormulation shall not depend on sole-source or proprietary
ingredients for control o[ mechanical properties.
When mechanical property requirements cannot be met unless formulations based on propri-
etary or sole-source ingredients are selected, the tradeoffs in reliability, program schedule, and
processing production costs presented in table |I should be made.
When the ingredient sources have a significant effect on mechanical properties, raw material
costs, and processing reliability as described above, a sole source may be selected by qualified
personnel, but specification and qualification of oxidizers for composite propellants should
provide for multisource supply whenever possible.
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3.1.6.3 Raw Material Characterization
The characterization of raw materials shall provide a baseline for processors to use
in meeting design requirements for reproducible and predictable mechanical
properties.
Prior to production of a new propellant formulation, raw material ingredients should first
be blended (by the vendor or by the propellant processor) into lots for design proof tests that
will provide a baseline for later adjustments in mechanical properties of the cured propellant
to meet specifications. Process engineers should be consulted for help in establishing lot sizes
and kinds of tests. Subsequent procurement of raw material should then be characterized lot
by lot through the manufacture of subscale propellant batches and determination of the
mechanical properties of the cured propellant. Projection of this subscale data to full-scale
processing should be based on scaleup correlations recommended in section 3.1.4.5. For
economy, these design proof tests usually can be combined with similar tests conducted for
burning-rate adjustments (sec. 3.1.4.3).
3.1.6.4 Process Variables
Process variables and small changes in ingredient proportions shall not aJfect
mechanical properties adversely.
It is recommended that, for all new propellant formulations, the effect of process variables
and changes in ingredient proportions on the mechanical properties of the cured propellant
be determined by special design proof tests that have been set up in consultation with process
engineers. These tests should be concerned primarily with the ingredients of the binder system
and with the process variables involved in the mixing, casting, and curing operations. These
data are necessary to provide the processor with a quantitative approach to the process control
of mechanical properties that is required in the production of a propellant. The tests should
be combined with those recommended in section 3.1.4.6 and should be based on experiments
statistically designed to determine which variables contribute most to the mechanical prop-
erties of the cured propellant (refs. 24, 26, and 27). Figure 6 illustrates the type of data
that can be developed to show the effect of process variables on the tensile strength of cured
propellant (ref. 52).
These design proof tests should include also a study of the effects on processing conditions
that can be achieved by the addition of small quantities of modifying chemicals to the pro-
pellant formulation. This is not necessary when such studies have been conducted as part of
the propellant development program. For example, a study on a PBAN propellant (ref. 34)
showed that the addition of an anhydride could result in a safe delay period of up to 30 days
in casting one batch of propellant on top of another batch in large-motor multiple-batch units.
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This delay is to be compared with a safe delay period of only 4 days (ref. 19) that can be
tolerated with PBAN propellants without an anhydride. Similarly, delays in the casting of
CTPB propellant can be extended from 24 to 72 hr if the aged surfaces are treated with a
thin film of MAPO (ref. 53).
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Figure 6. -- Typical isotensile lines for PBAN propellant (ref. 52).
The propellant shall be [ree of [laws that could degrade mechanical properties and
ballistic performance.
Design proof tests for grain flaws or voids should be conducted on new propellant formulations
or on the new application of established formulations. In special instances, these tests should
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also include the development of NDT methods and equipment to determine the size, shape,
and location of voids in the propellant grains. Where practical, such NDT methods should
include the use of built-in defects. The effect of grain anomalies or voids on the mechanical
properties and ballistic performance of the grain should be considered, and the maximum
allowable size and concentration of voids should be established. This is especially important
when high density is specified, or the propellant is relatively viscous, or the web thickness
relatively small. It is not a significant problem for larger motors with large, thick webs, be-
cause small air bubbles in the propellant have a negligible effect on the performance of these
large motors.
When requirements cannot be met without a formulation likely to have air voids, tradeoff
studies should assess the disadvantages. These disadvantages involve the cost of special equip-
ment to minimize the inclusion of air bubbles during mixing, transfer, and casting operations
and the increased labor costs when additional time is required to degas propellant mixes.
With existing formulations the likelihood of encountering a problem with air bubbles is shown
by the experience in other applications, but with new propellant formulations this informa-
tion should be developed in the scaleup studies (sec. 3.1.4.5).
Whenever possible, the experience with similar material should be taken as an indicator of
the typical quantity and type of defect that can be expected with a propellant of given
rheological properties in a given configuration. When additional information is required,
design proof tests should cover process variable tests and analyses that provide data on how
to control size, frequency, and location of defects. This information is then combined with
that described in section 3.1.6.4. Since standardized tests on the effect of flaws are not
available, qualified engineers should design each test program for the particular rocket
motor involved.
Finally, the design proof tests (special partial-burning tests when practical, and standard
static-firing tests) should confirm the permissible level of void defects.
3.1.7 Performance vs. Solids Loading
The solids loading of a composite propellant shall be the lowest that will meet per-
formance requirements.
Composite propellant formulations to meet specific impulse requirements should be selected
on the basis of guidelines provided in reference 1. A formulation should contain the lowest
possible solids loading in order to obtain good processability. Designers should take into
account the lower reliability and higher processing costs generally associated with formula-
tions that provide high specific impulse by the use of high solids loading. The factors given
in table IV should be considered.
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TableIV. - ComparativeAdvantagesof HighandLow
SolidsLoading
Advantagesof lowto Advantagesof high
Factors moderatesolidsloading solidsloading
Reliability None
Recurring
costs
Lowprobabilityof flowvoidsandflow
lineinterfaceanomaliesbecausepro-
pellant has low viscosity (sec.
3.1.5.3). Processorisnotpushingthe
upperlimitsof theprocessingstate
of theart.
Relativelylow laborcostsbecauseof
shortermixingtimes.Lowerrework
costs(secs.3.1.5.3and3.1.5.4).
Decreasein total cost of raw
materials.
For compositeCTPBpropellants,thetradeoffanalysisshouldbeconductedwheneverthe
total AP and aluminumsolidsloadingexceeds88 wt-percent.This usuallycorrespondsto
areasonablyhighdeliveredspecificimpulseof 250sec.In somecases,therearerequirements
to gohigherthan88wt-percento increasevolumeimpulse.
For compositePBAN propellants,thetradeoffanalysisshouldbeconductedwhenthetotal
AP andaluminumsolidsloadingexceeds86wt-percent.
3.1.8 Effects of Moisture
Whenever possible, the propellant formulation shall not contain hygroscopic or
water-reactive ingredients that require special facilities.
When requirements cannot be met without the use of hygroscopic or water-reactive ingredients,
tradeoff studies should be made to justify the increased costs for raw materials, more careful
storage and handling, and special processing facilities (capital cost) that will prevent the
contact of these reactive materials with moisture in the atmosphere or from other sources.
It should be noted that these increased costs can vary considerably with different materials.
For example, increased costs for handling AP are very small, while those for handling AN
are rather substantial.
3.1.9 Exhaust-Plume Radar Attenuation
Designs for low radar attenuation by the exhaust plume shall take into account
increased processing costs if special formulations are selected.
Tradeoff studies should be based on the following factors whenever special formulations are
selected in order to meet exhaust requirements:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
A reduction in aluminum content may require a corresponding increase in AP content
to maximize specific impulse. This increase can have a serious effect on the optimized
packing arrangement, and it necessitates considerable reformulation work to regain
needed processability and mechanical properties.
If special pure AP is selected to eliminate the presence of trace contamination of alkali
metals, it will be necessary to implement stringent and costly material control require-
ments from the procurement of AP through handling, weighing, and grinding in order
to eliminate cross-contamination with less pure materials.
If a scavenging material is utilized in the formulation, its deleterious effects on the
propellant rheological characteristics, on the cured mechanical properties, and on the
ballistic properties can cause processing problems and increased costs.
3.2 Grain Design
3.2.1 Geometry
3.2.1.1 Perforation Design
The geometry o/the grain per/oration shall be as simple as possible.
Grains should be designed on the basis of guidelines provided in reference 2. Perforations
should be uniform in cross section and shaped to minimize process tooling complexity. If
requirements dictate a complicated design or one that requires flow of propellant into intricate
small spaces, sharp corners, or slots, the designer should take into account decreased reliability
during processing and increased process costs. Reliability is decreased by the difficulty of
controlling flaws and inspecting surfaces. Tooling costs increase as the geometrical shapes
become more complex (right circular cylinders and uniform rounded star perforations are ex-
amples of uncomplicated designs). Higher costs are involved if the cross section is not uniform.
Wherever possible, the grain designer should avoid perforations having nonuniform cross
sections; e.g., transverse slots. These slots require propellant machining or multipiece tooling
(sec. 3.2.1.3). Multipiece tooling is more costly than less complicated tooling, requires more
process labor for assembly and disassembly, and presents extra processing hazards because
of potential propellant leakage at joints. Grain dimensions should be defined to apply at a
specific time (or stage of processing) and temperature after casting.
3.2.1.2 Perforation Taper
The design o/a grain perforation/or a cast propellant grain shall facilitate mandrel
removal.
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An axialtaper -0.001 in./in. ( ->0.001m/m) lengthof grainperforationshouldbeprovided.
Unusualpropellantphysicalpropertiesof thegrainandcasematerialor anunusualconfigura-
tionmayrequireaspecialtaperthatshouldbedesignedontheb_asisof experiencewithsimilar
shapesandpropellantformulations.Thegrainperforationandthe toolingmandrelsusually
aresimilar in shapeand dimension,but designproof testsand measurementsof shrinkage
andslumpshouldbe made.In sucha design,processingcostsareminimizedif the grain
perforationdesigntakesintoaccounthetaperonthemandrelnecessaryto assureasyremoval
after castingandcuring.
3.2.1.3 Propellant Machining
A grain design shall not require special machining operations unless designs based
on other processing methods cannot be used.
If requirements cannot be met without transverse slots, conicals, or other designs requiring
special propellant machining, processing factors that lead to higher costs and lower reliability
must be taken into account in tradeoff studies. When grain geometry can be established by the
casting or extrusion tooling, the probability of meeting a given grain specification is improved,
because this process requires fewer skills and less care to meet a given tolerance in dimensional
control. Machining requirements increase processing labor costs and capital investment.
Some designs and propellant formulations dictate that propellant machining be conducted
remotely to reduce the hazards to operating personnel. Special drill bits, cutters, speed con-
trollers, and propellant chip collection and removal facilities usually are required. In addition,
the machining operations introduce a higher probability of rejects caused by the machine
operator's errors. Machining is justified only when other design advantages compensate for
this decreased reliability and increased cost.
3.2.1.4 Casting Openings
Grain geometry shall provide adequate space Jor Jlow of the propellant or casting
powder into the motor case.
Design of the grain perforation should take into account the requirements for an adequate
flow channel through which the uncured propellant can be cast or, in the case of DB propellants,
the casting powder dispersed into the motor case (ref. 34). This requirement is particularly
important at the opening through which the material is to be inserted into the assembly, but
it is also important in other parts of the grain to reduce the possibilities of voids, low-density
areas, or anisotropic properties. In addition, the grain design should permit reasonable con-
figuration for removal of the casting tooling after the propellant is cured. Standardized guide-
lines are not available, and designs must therefore be reviewed by qualified process engineers
for adequacy of casting openings.
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In somedesigns,tradeoffstudiescanjustifytheextracostof meltoutmandrelsthatminimize
theproblemwith the castingopening.This is a tradeoffof increasedtoolingandpropellant
finishingcostsfor increasedperformanceandtotal impulse.
3.2.2 Structural Integrity
The propellant grain shall tolerate thermal strains im ,osed during processing and
storage.
Design proof tests on new propellant formulations or grain designs should be performed to
determine that an optimum balance has been reached between residual thermal strain and
process cure temperatures. A process-variable study on casting temperatures should be con-
ducted in conjunction with these design proof tests to provide data for a tradeoff analysis of
increased processing costs as a function of the other parameters. These tests should be com-
bined with the process-variable design proof tests on mechanical properties (sec. 3.1.6.4).
Certain time and temperature conditions are required during processing to carry out the proper
polymerization reactions and to obtain the desired mechanical properties described above.
The reaction mechanism can differ markedly at various temperatures and result in significantly
different ultimate mechanical properties (ref. 52).
Further problems in processing are the amount of heat generated during various phases of
the crosslinking reaction (refs. 54 and 55) and the grain stress induced by the volumetric
changes of the propellant matrix caused by polymerization as the system cures. The selection
of the curing temperature or programmed time and temperature cycle is very important to the
residual thermal stess induced in the solid propellant by the grain cooling from the curing
temperature down to ambient temperature or by environmental field conditions that might
be as low as -70 ° F (217 K). Thus, the tradeoff studies must take into account the relative
advantages of long-term, low-temperature curing cycles that eliminate much of the thermal
stress related to the differences between ambient and curing temperatures. These cures then
must be compared with shorter duration, higher temperature cures that have additional
induced stresses but also have lower costs for processing facilities and higher production rates.
With large motors, the costs saved in faster cures are offset by longer cooldown times (ref. 56 ).
This impact on processing costs related to the factors involved in short pot life of propellant
mixes is discussed in section 3.1.5.2.
Designs should provide for relief of excessive strains in the interface areas between motor case
and propellant that may result from the propellant formulation or the grain design. The stress
concentration usually is greatest at the ends of the grains where propellant interfaces with the
motor case; a stress relief boot should be used there whenever stress analysis indicates that the
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grain integrityis jeopardized.The drawbackto this designis the decreasedmassfraction
(ratio of propellantweightto total motorweight).
3.2.3 Principal Motor Thrust Control
3.2.3.1 Specifications
Whenever possible, performance specifications for motors produced in large lots
shall be based on total impulse.
The use of other parameters should be avoided unless necessary to ensure that the motor will
meet requirements for handling and storage life. Minimum processing costs are achieved with
total-impulse specifications because of the latitude given to the processor to adjust conditions
to meet performance specifications. When total impulse is chosen as the basis of specification
control, wide variations should be allowed whenever possible so that processing costs can
be reduced.
When other parameters must be controlled to meet requirements or when greater reliability is
required, additional processing specifications should be added if the increased costs are
justified by the advantages Increased reliability can be achieved by laboratory specimen tests
on ballistic and mechanical properties and by specification of tolerances in propellant chemical
composition. In addition, dimensional and geometric tolerances may be set to obtain control
on the variation of motor action times. All these procedures tend to increase processing costs
because of increased tooling costs (with tighter tooling dimensions), positioning of processing
tooling, and dimensional changes resulting from polymerization and thermal shrinkage that
might occur in propellant grains.
Further information on specifications for motor performance may be found in reference 42.
3.2.3.2 Prediction of Thrust
Specifications for the prediction of thrust versus time for each motor produced shall
take into account practical accuracy in measurement and control of process variables.
The accuracy with which thrust must be predicted should not exceed the accuracy with which
the factors that affect burning rate, specific impulse, grain dimensions, and weight can be
measured. Factors affecting burning rate and specific impulse are described in reference 42.
The designer should establish the accuracy with which these factors can be measured for
specific designs through consultation with quality control and process engineers.
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3.2.4 Transient Performance
3.2.4.1 Ignition
Design proof tests shall evaluate the effect of special process and tooling variables
on the ballistic nature of the ignition surface.
It is recommended that data on the effect of contaminants and process variables on the ignition
surface (ref. 57) be obtained. For example, a requirement for a very rapid ignition transient
might be met by the roughening of all burning surfaces; or a requirement for a decreased rate
of pressurization might be met by the partial inhibiting of some of the burning surfaces. Since
the addition of processing steps can add considerably to the overall processing complexity (thus
decreasing the system reliability) and to processing costs, the design engineer should consider
other methods of meeting these requirements. In addition, the degree of consistency that can
be achieved in reproducing the ignition surface should be determined by means of design
proof tests. Small changes in the processing conditions or variations in the operator's work-
manship can have a marked effect on the ignition performance of each finished motor.
3.2.4.2 Tailoff
Tailoff performance specifications shall take into account commercial tolerances
for tooling and motor cases.
Unless the advantages of tighter tolerances can be justified, transient thrust-time or pressure-
time performance requirements during tailoff should not be tighter than those that can be met
with tooling and motor cases built to commercial tolerances. For tailoff requirements, the
important process tool tolerances are those that could result in excessive off-center extrusion
dies or warped or off-center casting mandrels. Deficient dies and mandrels produce grains
that are not concentric over their entire length; the eccentricity results in an extra quantity of
slivers during the tailoff portion of motor performance. Variations in extrusion dies and
mandrels can be controlled within limits by exercising stringent quality control on the mandrel
itself and on the positioning of the mandrel or the extrusion die. Inert slivers must be oriented
precisely to the propellant grain and inhibitor assembly.
Another factor that contributes to the variability of tailoff performance is an out-of-round
condition of the motor case. This condition can be controlled in some cases by external-
jacketing-type tooling, but precautions must be taken against creep and out-of-roundness after
the propellant has been cured.
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Tailoff specificationsalsomusttakeinto accountvariationsin burningratesthroughout the
motor (sec.3.1.4). When the required performance cannot be met by commercially available
tolerances, consideration should be given in tradeoff studies to other means for obtaining the
tailoff performance required (e.g., the use of thrust termination devices).
3.3 Liner
3.3.1 Formulation
The liner shall be compatible with the propellant cure cycle and process environment.
Liner formulations should be compatible with interface materials and with the temperature
conditions to which the motor must be subjected during processing (ref. 45). The effect of
variations in process conditions should be determined during the development of a new propel-
lant liner system. For example, the bonding life (the period of time the lined chamber may be
stored prior to casting without serious loss of bond strength) must be determined and moni-
tored for any rocket motor program. This useful life period of a liner often is a function of
temperature and humidity conditions.
Liner life after the initiation of casting operations on large motors is also an important process-
ing factor. Large monolithic motors require extended casting periods (up to 3 weeks). The
liner formulation must have satisfactory properties during the casting period, at casting
temperatures (ref. 49) and, in some cases, in vacuum environment.
Additional compatibility factors are covered in references 1 and 4.
3.3.2 Mechanical Properties and Bond Strengths
Design proof tests shall determine the eJJect of process variables and ingredient
proportions on mechanical properties.
No tolerance on mechanical properties of liner should be specified until the effects of process
variables have been determined by design proof tests. This requirement is particularly impor-
tant for each new propellant-liner-insulation combination, but it may be important whenever
new insulation materials are involved, because the condition of the bond interface is affected
significantly by each item of the combination as well as by processing conditions. Propellant
and liner composition factors that influence liner selection include binder type, plasticizer
type, catalyst, and filler content (refs. 45 and 46).
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In general,asimilarbindershouldbeusedinbothpropellantandliner,althoughthispractice
alonedoesnot guaranteegoodbonding.For example,theselectionof a plasticizeris highly
dependenton its compatibilitywithboth thepropellantandtheinsulation.Sincepropellant-
linerbondstrainsdependontheconditionof thecomponentsatthebondinterfaces,incomplete
cureof thepropellantlayernext to the liner will causea severedecreasein bondstrength.
Improvementsin bondstrengthcanbeobtainedbyincorporatingahighconcentrationof cure
catalystin the liner or in primer coatingsto improvethe cureof both the liner and the
propellantat the interface(ref. 46).
Theliner developmentprogramshouldprovidecleardefinitionsof linerprocessingtechniques
andenvironment.Rigidcontrolof liner applicationandexposurehistoryshouldbeimposed
to protectthebondinginterfacesandto ensurebondingsystemintegrity.Themostimportant
factorsto considerin definingprocesscontrolfor a liner systemaretypeandcompositionof
insulation,conditioningof insulation,applicationandcureof liner,controlof liner thickness,
andbondinglife (sec.3.3.1).
When inhibitorsare required,they shouldbe incorporatedinto the designby castingthe
propellantagainsta linedsurfaceof the inhibitorto ensurecompletesurfacebonding.
To obtainadequatedatafromthedesignprooftestsfor linerbondstrengths,laboratorytesting
procedureshouldbeusedtogetherwithothertestingdevicesuchasstaticfiringandsampling
of fired sections.The twobasictestmethodsrecommendedare (1) theconstant-strain-rate
peelandtensiletests(ref. 45), and (2) the constant-loadpeelandtensiletests.The latter
typemorecloselysimulatesconditionswithin themotorwherelow-levelbiaxialandtriaxial
strainsprevailfor a longerperiodof time.Becausemorerapidtestresultscanbeobtained,
theconstant-straintestsoftenareusedasarelativemeasureof thequalityof thebond.
Selectionof liner formulationshouldtakeinto accountdiffusionof cureinhibitorsor plasti-
cizersfrom substrateto propellantor diffusionof reactiveingredientsfrom propellantmix
to substrate,in orderto provideadequateinitial bondandto preventdeteriorationof mechan-
ical propertieswith time. Specificationsfor liner thicknessmusttakeinto accountnormal
processvariability(ref. 58).
3.3.3 Rheological Properties
Rheological properties of the uncured liner shall permit relatively thin but highly
uniform layers of liner to be applied with commercial process equipment.
Liner formulations should provide good processability of the uncured liner and permit a rela-
tively thin but uniform liner thickness to be applied with a minimum number of coats. Selec-
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tionof a liner formulationshouldtakeintoaccountprocessreliability factorsasdescribedin
reference34.Newformulationshouldbetestedonsubscalemotorsto evaluateprocessability.
An importantprocessvariablethat mustbespecifiedby thedesignis total liner thickness.
Belowcertainminimumthicknesses,thebondstrengthdecreasesrapidly.A minimumtotal
thicknessthat is consistentwith processability(sec.3.3.2) andbondstrengthrequirements
shouldbespecified(ref. 58).
3.3.4 Process Contaminants
The e][ectiveness o/ a liner shall not be affected adversely by common process
contaminants.
Tradeoff studies should take into account the relative costs involved in protecting liner sys-
tems from common process contaminants or in minimizing the effects of such contaminants.
Processing costs are increased whenever the selected liner system requires special facilities
and procedures to guard against small amounts of surface contamination due to moisture,
dust, or condensed volatiles. On the other hand, the reliability of almost all liner systems is
improved without appreciable increase in cost when the insulation can be grit blasted, cleaned
with a solvent wipe to remove insulation particles, and dried to remove residual solvent.
Materials and methods used to remove contaminants are described in reference 34.
If a formulation requires close control of the processing environment (particularly humidity
control), the increased processing costs must be taken into account. Process humidity con-
trol, for example, is required for liners used with polyurethane and CTPB propellants (ret a.
48). In these cases either the propellant surface or the thin, relatively dry liner coat can easily
absorb moisture that subsequently may seriously affect the mechanical properties of bond
interface regions. Storage, handling, and subsequent processing must provide adequate con-
trois on exposure of the liner surface to excessive moisture.
3.4 Motor Case
3.4.1 Provisions for Tool Removal
Openings in the motor case and in the insulation shall facilitate removal of casting
tooling and provide for proper distribution of propellant during casting.
If DB propellant is used, the motor case design should facilitate the placement of the casting
powder. Special techniques for producing grain perforations with a major diameter larger than
the case opening (e.g., nozzle flange) can increase processing costs.
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In certaininstances,it isnecessaryto useameltouttypeof mandrelin orderto achieveall the
designrequirements.As notedearlier,thisprocessmaycontaminatethepropellantandthus
increaseprocessingcosts.Thethin layerof contaminatedpropellantshouldbe removedby
grit blastingsothatproperignitionsurfaceisobtained.
3.4.2 Tooling Support
The motor case design shall provide a means ]or accommodating stresses incurred
during propellant processing.
Motor case designs should provide a means to distribute and accommodate the loads imposed
by process tooling so that no distortion or other adverse effect on the finished motor occurs.
Unsymmetrical case or grain designs should provide a means for adequately locating casting
tooling and should take into account the strains imposed on the case by casting and curing
the propellant.
A means must be provided for attaching tooling to the case in order to hold down the case
when the mandrel is removed.
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Material Designations
AN
AP
Bd/MVP
CMDB
CTPB
DB
GR-1
GR-M
GR-S
MAPO
NC
NG
PBAA
PBAN
PVC
SBR
GLOSSARY*
Identification
ammonium nitrate, NH4NO3, an oxidizer
ammonium perchlorate, NH4C104, an oxidizer
synthetic gum rubber (butadiene/methyl/vinyl pyridine copolymer)
composite modified double-base propellant; modification is by addition
of oxidizer such as AP and/or fuel such as aluminum powder
carboxy-terminated polybutadiene prepolymer
double-base propellant
butyl rubber
neoprene
styrene-butadiene rubber
tris [ 1- (2 methyl) aziridinyl] phosphine oxide
nitrocellulose
nitroglycerin
polybutadiene-acrylic acid copolymer
polybutadiene-acrylic acid-acrylonitrile terpolymer
polyvinyl chloride
styrene-butadiene rubber (also GR-S)
*Divided into four sections: Material Designations, Classes of Explosive Hazards, Terms and Symbols, and Organi-
zation Abbreviations.
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Classesof
ExplosiveHazards
Class A
Class B
Class 2
Class 7
Specification
materials likely to detonate when involved in certain types of trans-
portation accidents. Defined in ref. 15, Part 173.53.
materials likely to defiagrate when involved in certain types of trans-
portation accidents. Defined in ref. 15, Part 173.88.
deflagration hazard, explosives classification per tests described in
reference 14.
detonation hazard, explosives classification per tests described in
reference 14.
Term or Symbol
ABM
anomaly
casting powder
characterization
composite propellant
conical
deflagration
detonation
Definition
automatic batch mixing
irregularity ill cured propellant grain (e.g., a void, or a fuel-rich pocket)
small (e.g., 0.050-in. (1.27 mm) ) grains used in DB and CMDB
processes of interstitial casting
definition of physical or chemical properties of a material in relation
to its application or use in a propellant formulation or rocket motor
propellant system comprising a discrete solid phase dispersed in a
continuous solid phase
conical slot used to increase burning surface in a cylindrical perforated
grain
burning process in a solid system comprised of oxidant and fuel in
which reaction front advances at less than sonic velocity and gaseous
products move away from unreacted material; a deflagration may,
but need not, be an explosion
explosion characterized by propagation of reaction front within reacting
medium at supersonic velocity and by motion of reaction products
in same direction as reaction front
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TermorSymbol
double-basepropellant
enditem
erosiveburning
explosion
filler
flaw
friability
fuelbinder
gelstage
grain
Isp
inhibitor
initiation
insulation
Definition
propellant with two explosive ingredients such as nitrocellulose and
nitroglycerin
the complete space vehicle system or any of its principal subsystems
increase in burning rate that results from high-velocity combustion
products moving over the burning surface
very rapid chemical reaction or change of state involving production
of a large volume of gas and resulting in rupture of container (if
present) and generation of a shock wave in surrounding medium
discrete material dispersed in substantial quantity in continuous or
binder phase of a composite propellant
unplanned discontinuity in grain structure
tendency of crystalline structure to crumble (i.e., crystal friability
of AP)
continuous phase that contributes the principal solid condition to
propellant but does not contain any oxidizing element, either in
solution or chemically bonded
condition reached during curing of a liquid polymer mix when viscosity
tests show an essentially "no flow" condition
single piece of solid propellant, regardless of size or shape, used in a
rocket motor
specific impulse
material applied to surface(s) of propellant grains to prevent combus-
tion of the surface
process of starting combustion, explosion, or detonation of materials
by such means as impact, friction, electrostatic discharge, shock,
fragment impact, flame, or heat
material applied to surfaces of the motor case to provide thermal
protection
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Term or Symbol
interstitial casting
L/D
liner
modality
NDT
oxidizer
packing fraction
perforation
plastisol
pot life
primer
processability
quality assurance program
quality control
Definition
process that introduces a liquid into a bed of solid granular material
(e.g., DB casting powder process)
length-to-diameter ratio
transition material(s) between propellant and insulation or, when
there is no insulation, between propellant and motor case. Function
of liner is to provide an adequate adhesive or cohesive bond between
propellant and insulation, motor case, or other motor parts. In this
monograph, primers used on insulation or liner surfaces are con-
sidered part of liner
number of peaks (or modes) in a plot of particle-size distribution
nondestructive test method, e.g., X-ray
material whose main function is to supply oxygen or oxidizing mate-
rials for deflagration of a solid propellant
volume fraction of solids when packed to minimum volume
central cavity or bore (generally longitudinal) designed in the grain
flowable suspension of a polymer in a plasticizer that the polymer may
later imbibe to produce gelation
length of time a temporarily fluid system can be held or worked before
setting up to a gel or solid
material applied to surfaces of motor cases, insulation, or liners to
enhance bond strengths (see "liner" definition)
measure of relative ease with which a material, propellant, or rocket
motor can be produced with state-of-the-art techniques
planned and systematic pattern of all actions necessary to provide
adequate confidence that an end item will perform satisfactorily in
actual operation
management function to control quality of articles to conform to quality
standards; includes inspection as well as other controls
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TermorSymbol
quantity/distance
reliability
sensitivity
shelflife
slivers
tailoff
tailoring
tapdensity
transverselot
void
web
p
260-SL
Organization Abbreviations
ACS
AIAA
Definition
system for specifying safe distances for location of propellant or propel-
lant-ingredients processing or storage buildings
the probability that a system, subsystem, component, or part will per-
form its required functions under defined conditions at a designated
time and for a specified operating period
measure of relative susceptibility of a material to deflagration or deto-
nation under specified conditions
storage time during which an item remains serviceable
portions of grain remaining at web burnout
period of rocket motor thrust decay after the end of effective propel-
lant burning time
modification of a basic propellant system by adjustment of properties
to meet requirements of a specific rocket motor
bulk density of solid particles measured after tapping the container
several times
slot inside propellant grain, positioned at an angle approximately 90 °
to axis of rocket motor
air bubble in a cured propellant grain
thickness of propellant consumed by burning
density
260-in.-diameter, short-length, demonstration motor
Identification
American Chemical Society
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Organization Abbreviations
AIChE
ARS
Canadian A.R.D.E.
CPIA
ICRPG
SAE
SPIA
UTC
Identification
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
American Rocket Society
Canadian Armament Research and Development Establishment
Chemical Propulsion Information Agency
Interagency Chemical Rocket Propulsion Group
Society of Automotive Engineers
Solid Propulsion Information Agency
United Technology Center, division of United Aircraft Corp.
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NASA SPACE VEHICLE DESIGN CRITERIA
MONOGRAPHS ISSUED TO DATE
ENVIRONMENT
SP-8005
SP-8010
SP-8011
SP-8013
SP-8017
SP-8020
SP-8021
SP-8023
SP-8037
SP-8038
SP-8049
SP-8067
STRUCTURES
SP-8001
SP-8002
SP-8003
Solar Electromagnetic Radiation, Revised May 1971
Models of Mars Atmosphere (1967)), May 1968
Models of Venus Atmosphere (1968), December 1968
Meteoroid Environment Model- 1969 (Near Earth to Lunar
Surface), March 1969
Magnetic Fields- Earth and Extraterrestrial, March 1969
Mars Surface Models (1968), May 1969
Models of Earth's Atmosphere (120 to 1000 km), May 1969
Lunar Surface Models, May 1969
Assessment and Control of Spacecraft Magnetic Fields, September 1970
Meteoroid Environment Model -- 1970
(Interplanetary and Planetary), October 1970
The Earth's Ionosphere, March 1971
Earth Albedo and Emitted Radiation, July 1971
Buffeting During Atmospheric Ascent, Revised November 1970
Flight-Loads Measurements During Launch and Exit, December 1964
Flutter, Buzz, and Divergence, July 1964
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SP-8004
SP-8006
SP-8007
SP-8008
SP-8009
SP-8012
SP-8014
SP-8019
SP-8022
SP-8029
SP-8030
SP-8031
SP-8032
SP-8035
SP-8040
SP-8042
SP-8043
SP-8044
SP-8045
SP-8046
PanelFlutter,July1964
LocalSteadyAerodynamicLoadsDuringLaunchandExit,May1965
Bucklingof Thin-WalledCircularCylinders,RevisedAugust 1968
Prelaunch Ground Wind Loads, November 1965
Propellant Slosh Loads, August 1968
Natural Vibration Modal Analysis, September 1968
Entry Thermal Protection, August 1968
Buckling of Thin-Walled Truncated Cones, September 1968
Staging Loads, February 1969
Aerodynamic and Rocket-Exhaust Heating During Launch and
Ascent, May 1969
Transient Loads From Thrust Excitation, February 1969
Slosh Suppression, May 1969
Buckling of Thin-Walled Doubly Curved Shells, August 1969
Wind Loads During Ascent, June 1970
Fracture Control of Metallic Pressure Vessels, May 1970
Meteoroid Damage Assessment, May 1970
Design-Development Testing, May 1970
Qualification Testing, May 1970
Acceptance Testing, April 1970
Landing Impact Attenuation for Non-Surface-Planing Landers,
April 1970
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SP-8050
SP-8053
SP-8054
SP-8055
SP-8056
SP-8057"
SP-8060
SP-8061
SP-8062
SP-8063
SP-8066
SP-8068
SP-8072
SP-8077
StructuralVibrationPrediction,June1970
NuclearandSpaceRadiationEffectsonMaterials,June1970
SpaceRadiationProtection,June1970
Preventionof CoupledStructure-PropulsionInstability(Pogo),
October1970
FlightSeparationMechanisms,October1970
StructuralDesignCriteriaApplicabletoaSpaceShuttle,January1971
CompartmentVenting,November1970
InteractionWithUmbilicalsandLaunchStand,August 1970
Entry Gasdynamic Heating, January 1971
Lubrication, Friction, and Wear, June 1971
Deployable Aerodynamic Deceleration Systems, June 1971
Buckling Strength of Structural Plates, June 1971
Acoustic Loads Generated by the Propulsion System, June 1971
Transportation and Handling Loads, September 1971
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
SP-8015 Guidance and Navigation for Entry Vehicles, November 1968
SP-8016 Effects of Structural Flexibility on Spacecraft Control Systems,
April 1969
SP-8018 Spacecraft Magnetic Torques, March 1969
SP-8024 Spacecraft Gravitational Torques, May 1969
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SP-8026
SP-8027
SP-8028
SP-8033
SP-8034
SP-8036
SP-8047
SP-8058
SP-8059
SP-8065
SP-8070
SP-8071
SP-8074
SP-8078
CHEMICALPROPULSION
SP-8052
SP-8048
SP-8064
SP-8039
SpacecraftStarTrackers,July1970
SpacecraftRadiationTorques,October1969
EntryVehicleControl,November1969
SpacecraftEarthHorizonSensors,December1969
SpacecraftMassExpulsionTorques,December1969
Effectsof StructuralFlexibilityonLaunchVehicleControlSystems,
February1970
SpacecraftSunSensors,June1970
SpacecraftAerodynamicTorques,January1971
SpacecraftAttitudeControlDuringThrustingManeuvers,
February1971
TubularSpacecraftBooms(Extendible,ReelStored),February1971
SpaceborneDigitalComputerSystems,March1971
PassiveGravity-GradientLibrationDampers,February1971
SpacecraftSolarCellArrays, May 1971
Spaceborne Electronic Imaging Systems, June 1971
Liquid Rocket Engine Turbopump Inducers, May 1971
Liquid Rocket Engine Turbopump Bearings, March 1971
Solid Propellant Selection and Characterization, June 1971
Solid Rocket Motor Performance Analysis and Prediction, May 1971
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SP-8051
SP-8025
SP-8041
SolidRocketMotorIgniters,March1971
SolidRocketMotorMetalCases,April 1970
Captive-FiredTestingofSolidRocketMotors,March1971
NASA-Langley, 1972 -- 27 75

